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THEIR
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TRIP

Mrs. Anita Chapman Goes to Movement by Chicago Physicians Mourning CrowdsThrong Around Bob Fitzsimmons and Bill Lang Upon Answer Will Depend Na- - Governor Curry and Railroad
to Purchase 200,000
Are to Contest for It in
ture of Reparation Asked by
Officials Escort Distinguished
Yawning Shaft and Open
Espanola Tomorrow for
Air Morgue.
the Purpose.
Acres Tract.
State Department.
December.
Visitors.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Chicago, Nov. 19. Plans for the esCable was notified today that Deputy tablishment of one of the largest
Game Warden Leo Rogers had arrestin the world were launched
ed a man at Cloudcroft, in the Sacra- here last night at a meeting of twenty-fmento mountains, Otero county, for ive
physicians and surgecns of Chikilling a doe. The accused was fined cago. The proposed sanatorium will
be exclusively for those suffering from
$50 and costs.
Will Inspect Car of Oil.
tuberculosis, who while not poor
Miss Anita Chapman, assistant in enough to accept aid from the state
the office of Coal Oil Inspector Mala-ouia- and county institutions, are yet able
Martinez, will go to Espanola to provide for the travel and care
they need. Between a hundred and
tomorrow to inspect a car of oil.
two hundred thousand acres of land in
Parole.
for
Applications
The following prisoners-o'he pen- New Mexico will be purchased. The
more
institution will accommodate
made
have
application fo; than a
itentiary
thousand
patients.
parole:
Miguel Castillo, sentenced from Si VICTIM OF APPENeira county for 99 years for the crime
DICITIS OPERATION.
of murder. Sentence commuted to 20
years.
F. Laffan, the Well Known
Manuel Vargas,
sentenced from William
of the New York Sun
Publisher
Taos county, for 10 years for murder.
Succumbs to It.
.John Thomas, sentenced from San
New York, Nov. 19, William F. LafMiguel county, for IS months for lar- fan,
publisher of the New York Sun
ceny from dwelling.
died today at his home on Long IslJacob Fischer, sentenced from Ber- and following an operation for appennalillo county, for IS months, for as dicitis
performed on Monday.
sault with intent to rob.
William Laffan was the successor of
Francisco Martinez, sentenced from the late Charles A. Dana in the manRio Arriba county, for life, for muragement of the Sun and was the pubder.
lisher of that paper for the last 23
Jose Molina, sentenced from Sierra
years. He was bora in Dublin C2 years
county, for 25 years and costs, for mur- ago, and first became connected with
der.
the Sun in 1877, as an art critic.
Trinidad Olguin, sentenced from Rio
Airiba county, for 99 years, for the LAND PROMOTER
crime of murder.
ARRESTED AT TAOS.
- William Walters, sentenced from So
corro county, for life, for the crime oH Charged With Having Obtained Monmurder.
ey Under False Pretense ReSplendid Progress in Education.
leased on Bond.
County Superintendent of Public Special to the New Mexican.
Schools J. M. C. Chaves reported to
Taos, N. M., Nov. 19 A man named
Territorial Superintendent of Public Watson of Chicago, was arrested here
Instruction J. E. Clark, today, that yesterday but, is out on $2,000 bond.
tiiere are torty-onpublic scncoia op- The complaint was made by B. W.
en In Rio Arriba county, this early Bowne, who had bought, land, and
In the season, against 25 open at the claims misrepresentation
charging
beginning of the year, and that he ex- Watson with obtaining money under
schools at false pretense. A. R. Manby and Alpects to have forty-eigh- t
work by New Year providing teachers exander Gusdorf went on Watson's
can be secured for them. Mr. Cha- bond.
ves has just made an apportionment
of the school funds based on the RICH MAN CONVICTED
school enumeration of 5,531 persons
OF SUNDAY LIQUOR SELLING.
of school age in the county, the apportionment being 30 cents per capita
Denver, Colo., Nov. 19 Adolph J.
of the county funds and 28 cents apZang,
president of the Lakeside RealTerriportioned to the county by the
and
Amusement Company, general
ty
tory. None of the school districts for
the first time in the history of the manager of the Ph. Zang Brewing
one of the richest men
county, will have less than five Company, and
in the state, was convicted in the
months school.
on a
Jefferson county court at
charge of violating the Sunday liquor
GOVERNOR OF HAWAII
GOES TO WASHINGTON law at Lakeside park. The extreme
penalty provided by law Is a fine of
in the county
He Will Present Demands and Griev- $500 and imprisonment
for a term of eighteen months.
jail
ances of Sandwich Islands to
san-atoriu-

f

e

President.
Honolulu, Nov. 19.

-

Governor

Wal

ter F. Frear left here on the steamer
Lurline, sailing for San Francisco, on
his way to Washington to consult with
the heads of various government departments in regard to Hawaiian affairs. He purposes to do everything
in his power to obtain favorable action
by Congress on the amendments to
the organic act of the territory of
Hawaiia, which were, adopted at the
recent special session of the legislature.
The governor will invite Secretary
of the Interior Ballinger to visit the
islands. He expects to see Andrew
Carnegie in New York and complete
arrangements for a library in Honolulu.

,','

HUNDRED AND FIFTY MILES
ON HORSEBACK IN 15 HOURS.
San Antonio, Tex., Nov.

Edward

19.

S O'Rilley, the cowboy editor who
rode- from this city to Chicago to de-

liver an invitation to President Taft,
has established another record on
horseback.,. He .traveled a distance of
150 miles in 15 hours by means of
eight remounts stationed twenty miles
apart. The ride was made from Cross
S ranch to the International fair
grounds. -

PRESIDENT TAFT
AT NORF LILK

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY DAMAGED,
Fire Early This Morning Compels
Fifty Students to Make
.
Hasty Escape.
Washington, D.

C, Nov.

19

The

Takes a Trip on the Mayflower for a Day's
Outing

li-

Cherry, 111.. Nov. 19. The second
and saddest act of the St. Paul mine,
tragedy the recovery and attempted
identification of the dead began today. Three bodies, those of two men
and a boy were brought to the sur- bodies are
face. Fifty of seventy-fiv- e
beyond reach because of the fire
which is still burning in the wreckage of smouldering timbers and mud.
A great strip of canvas had been unrolled by the firemen and laid on the
prairie near the mine shaft. Here the
bodies were laid. The grief stricken
men, women and children formed a
great circle about them, but many
turned away unable to endure the
sobs of those who mourned seeking
their dead. Two of the bodies were
quickly identified, one as "Dickey" '
Stearns, a stable boy, the other as
Louis Gibbs, a miner. All morning a
great crowd lingered around the mine
shaft and canvas on the prairie, with
its blackened horrors stretched be-- '
fore them. There were many women
and children with heavy shawls over
their heads. The women pushed their
way to where the bodies lay, some
weeping, others past relief of tears
with hopeless grief in their eyes.
The Fire Extinguished.
I he third victim was identified a
George Mullin. The condition of the
bodies showed that they died from
and had been dead many
Superintendent Steele declared
that his assertion that death came to
every man in the mine before sun- down of Saturday, the day of the fire,
is clearly demonstrated by the disclo- sures. The fire in the mine, through
efforts of the Chicago firemen,
was apparently extinguished early to- -

York. Nov. 19. Foot ball has
banished from ihe New York
public schools by the beard of suir-visors- .
Last winter's revision of
rules failed to eliminate the danger
of the sport and the supervisors de
cld,,j th.(t lhe ame be prohibited un- til such time as the game is safe. The
blow to the game is considered se
vere and may have an effect throughout the country.
Sydney, Australia. Nov. IS. It is announced today that Bob Fitzsimmons
and Bill Lang will fight in Australia on
December 27th, for the championship
of Australia, now hold by Lang. Lang
iha titli v clofafl i iti ' r "Rill strmirps
last October. Filz arrived here re
ccntly from the United States.

'.
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-
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May Recognize Rebels.
Nov. 19. Indications
Washington,
a
to
by the United
recognition
point
Slates of belligerency of the Nicar-agua- n
revolutionists and it is not improbable that a public declaration to
that effect will be made in the near

EDITOR OF CENTURY
MAGAZINE IS DEAD.

J

New York, Nov.

19.

Washington, D. C, Nov. 19. A tense
situation exists today as the result of
the execution of two Americans, Grace
and Cannon, in Nicaragua by orders
0 President Zelaya. The state d
partment is waiting to hear of tin
method pursued by the Americans in
(hoir stacks on Zelaya's forces. If in
disguise when they planted mines, as
Zelaya claims, they might be regarded as spies, but if engaged in the worl
openly, it probably will be held that
tn
shoul(i have been treated as pris
oners of war. If the latter is the case
there is no doubt that President Zelaya will be held sharply to account
and ample reparation will be demand-

Richard Wat-

son Gilder, editor in chief of the Century Magazine since its foundation in future.
1881 and widely known as an author
and lecturer, died unexpectedly last KILLED HIMSELF
night of angina pectoris at the house
BECAUSE
.
of his sister, Mrs. Schuyler Van

BABY CRIED.

Rens-salaer-

Crack-BraineProfessor Takes CyaMr. Gilder was taken ill during the
nide of Potassium Giving Strange
delivery of a lecture on "Tennyson"
Reason for His Self Destruction.
before the Young Men's Christian
111.,
Nov. 19. AverChampaign,
sociation of Orange, N. J., on Wed-day- sion to babies in the domestic life is
nesday nightNovember 3.
ascribed as the cause for the suicide
Yesterday morning Mr. Gilder was today of Professor Wilifred C. Wheelresting easily. No fears were felt and er, first assistant ju chemistry at the
at noon his wife left the house. Slun
engineering experiment station of the
ly after 1 o'clock she was recalled by
University of Illinois. The chemist's
Col-the
an urgent message. Dr. Joseph
was found on the university
lins and Dr.. Theodore Paneway were body
He had taken a large quan
campus.
,
called in consultation with Dr. Hodge-dayof potassium.
of
cyanide
tity
son, and it was realized that Mr.
. It was said tonight that Professor
in. Each Other's Arms.
der.fcid only a few hours to live. He Wheeler had taken his meals away
vvuiiam ueumona, a umcago nre- - sunerea great pain aim opia.es weie from home slnce a uaby canie into the
man, wno aiaea in taiting jyicaiuhuis administered ireeiy. i ne enu came household. He could not endure the
body from the mine, asked if. the lit- - at C o'clock.
noise of the infant he had said, and
tie boy they found was McMullin's
,
even expressed a great dislike for
'
son. "No, he had no son," he was told. TRAIN ROBBERS MUST
babies.
"Well, he had that little boy clasped
SERVE LIFE SENTENCE. i
A note let b.v the proiessor was
in his arms when we found them,"
last night in his desk. It direct
found
Redmond said. "The boy's arms were
Omaha, Nov. 19. Judge Munger, in e(, njs wjfe how t0 conect his life in- around his neck and the man held the United States district
court yes- surance and referred to his premedithe boy to his breast. The man had
motion for a tated death as follows:
the
overruled
terday,
on a black sweater and he had pulled
on the part of the five men
"I am tired of living, so-- good-by- e
this over his face as if he tried to
of holding up the Union Pa- There is no use trying to find out
convicted,
suffocation.
The
from
himself
protect
Limited train here May what
g
happened to me as 3
lad's head looked down in the man's cific Overland
the mail car, and (grains) of Ken (potassium cyanide)
22i.las"t,.and
robbing
coat; that's the way they died. I sup- pose' the man had been carrying the sentenced each of them to life impris- are responsible for my fate."
onment in the federal prison at Fort
Professor Wheeler, who was 30
boy trying to get him to the air shaft."
"Never Mind Mamma, W'll Find Papa." Leavenworth, Kan. The men are Wil years old, stood well with his col- liam Matthews, D. W. Woods, Fred eagurs had no debts and enjoyed
Among those in the crowd was a
Frank Grigware and Law- - good health.
Torgenson,
woman and her young daughters. The
rence
J. uuiuen.
mother with folded arms and dry eyes
Notice was given of an appeal to FEDERATION STANDS
was gazing blankly over the prairie,
the circuit court of appeals. .The prisBY ITS LEADERS.
swayed from side to side, as if rockoner's will be taken to Fort Leavenwhile
an
little
the
infant,
girls
ing
worth this week.
Censures Judge Wright for Intempersought to comfort her. "Never mind,
ate and Injudicious Language in
Mamma," said the littlest one, "we
GET
BANDITS
YOUTHFUL
Contempt Case.
will find Papa."
WHAT'S COMING TO THEM.
Toronto, Nov. 19. rThe American
San Jose, Cal., Nov. 19. Frank Federation cf Labor- today adopted a
CASE AGAINST MRS.
resolution
endorsing the position takREAD GOES TO JURY. Smith and Leo Nevins, young hank
en
President
Gompers, in the Buck
by
in
the
superrobbers, were sentenced
ten Stove and Range injunction case, and
to serve
former
the
ior
court,
Judge Sheafor's Charge Seems to years and the latter four years in protesting against the "injudicial and
Forecast an Acquittal of MorSan Quentin. Smith has been Identi- intemperate language" used by Jusphine Victim. '
fied by; two bank officials at Everett, tice Wright in sentencing Gompors,
i
as the vouth who robbed a Morrison and Mitchell to jail for conWash
to
convention
The
19
voted
The case bank there a year or more ago of tempt."
Denver, Colo., Nov,
Allen F. Read, charged with $1,300, after shooting the cashlef. ",n? injunction cases and con- attempting .to extort $100,000 from j The two youths held up the Valley tempc proceedings 10 me unnea
Mrs. Genevive Chandler Phipps by f bank at Santa Clara, on August 3, States supreme court.
threatening to use dynamite, went to and started off in an. automobile with
the jury late this afternoon. The most $7,315 In coin, but were soon captured
striking feature of Judge Sheafor's with their lcot.
'
charge to the jury was that if the
members found Mrs. Read unable to GOVERNOR DISMISSES SHERIFF
FOR ALLLOWING LYNCHING,
distinguish between right and wrong!
at the time of her crime she should be
Springfield, 111.. Nov. 19. Governor
acquitted, regardless of the cause of Deneen declared the office of sheriff
her inability. Mr3. Read Is admittedly of Alexander county vacant because
the victim of morphine.
(Sheriff Frank E. Davis, allowed Will- - Senation Caused
by Wholeiam James, a negro and Henry Salz- j
'
r
from
his
ner, white, to be taken
sale Dismissals in
wn i mm n MOWiiMPM-FOR ALAMO DEFENDERS, care and lynched at Cairo, 111,, by a
New York
mob on November 11.
The governor acted in accordance
San Antonio, Tex.. Nov. 19. A fund
for the building of a monument in this with a law that provides that when- SUGAR FRAUD
INVESTIGATION
ever a sheriff surrenders a prisoner
city in memory of the Alamo defend- to a
office
term
of
his
mob,'
expires
ers is growing rapidly. Several $1000
"
been made immediately.
have
f

;

'

2

'

-

P1

..-

stk

are fired

j

brary of Georgetown University, a DEEP WATER WAYS CONVENTION
Catholic, institution, was badly damaged jby fire early this morning. About
fifty students were sleeping in the Addressed
by Chief Executive subscriptions
already
Collector William Loeb Is Clean.
dormitory over the library, but all esand Thomas H. Franklin, an attorney
Return to WashWill
Who
caped.
COLORADO AND SOUTHERN R. R.
ing House in Customs
of this city, has promised $1500 in case
Tomorow.
Service.
ington
an expenditure of $150,000 is agreed CHANGES EXPRESS COMPANIES.
(COMMISSION GOVERNMENT
Denver, Colo.,. Nov. 19. The
the
be
Should
latter
upon.
amount,
PLANNED FOR DENVER.
Express Company has been notlVow Ynrlf Vnv 10 CnUoptnr nf
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 18. President collected, a monument equalled by few
s a
6
in
be
could
the
erected.
William Loeb today announced
country
Port
this
on
the
arrived
Mayflower
Taft
the Colorado & Southern will termi- - tne remova, from the
Denver, Colo., Nov.: 19. The board
customs serv-natof directors of the Chamber of Con morning for a day's stay at Norfolk COLONEL J. N. A. STEWART
May. 1, 1910. .The Adams Ex-,emoloves and
of
set.entythrfl
merce has begun an investigation of
OF CAPITAN IS DEAD.! I""68? Company will replace the Wells- - attaches of the weighing and other di- to the meet)
the workings of the commission form and an address incident
.
,
ana, wm esiamisn seveiai nuu )Visms of the customs service here.
jriBu
of government in the cities where it ing of the Atlantic .Deep Water Ways
dre1
offices
N. M., Nov. 19. Colonel
extending from Orin June-- Among those dismissed Is James F.
Capitan,
has been adopted, with a view to mak- Association. Taft will return to Wash- D, J. N. A. Stewart, veteran of the tion, WyoT to Galveston, Tex.
Vail, formerly deputy surveyor of the
The discontinuation of the Wells- - weighing division.
ing isome recommendation as to the
Crimean
Civil
and
famous
duel
wars,
The discharges
when
he
tomorrow
will
take
by
ist in Europe and Indian fighter in Fargo franchise is a result of the ab- are the direct result of the sugar
advisability of its adoption for Den- ington
includof
a
number
appointments
ver. This is the first step in this di- up
New Mexico, is dead, aged 77 years, sorption of the Colorado & Southern fraud investigation and have created
I
rection here.
He was a native of Boston.
ing several in the territories.
by the Burlington.
a sensation.
..

v
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Roswell. N. M., Nov. 19. The senate irrigation commiitee accompanied
by Governor George Curry and a delegation tf railroad officials and others,
spent this morning at Roswell and
went to Carlsbad this afternoon to in
sped the Carlsbad irrigation project,
expect ins to leave for Chicago this
I. as

At Las Cruces.
Cruces, N. M., Nov.

19. The
the senatorial ir
special train-bearirigation committee, composed of Senators Thomas H. Carter of Montana.
Francis K. Warren of Wyoming and
Wesley I... Jones of Washington, Governor Curry and several high Santa
Fe officials and a delegation of prominent citizens of El Paso and the lower valley country, arrived here at 7
o'clock yesterday morning. They were
met by a reception committee comixis
ed of H. B. Holt, president of the Water Users' Assoicntion; Nicholas Gal-les- .
president of the Chamber of Commerce; R. L. Young, acting mayor;
T. C. Phillips, manager of the Mesilla
Valley Produce exchange: W. E. Gar
rison, president of the New Mexico
Agricultural
College, and William
Palmer. Jr., of Ricon, the Las Cru
ces band and Company A of the New
Mexico National Guard and a large
number of prominent citizens. Senator Carter of Montana made a short
talk to the school children at the depot saying he would like to grant
them a holiday but he could not do
so, whereupon
the school directors
immediately dismissed the school for
the day.
From the depot the party was escorted in automobiles and carriages to
the Park hotel, where an elaborate
breakfast had been prepared for
them. After breakfast the party adjourned to the "armory, where a meet
ing was held, the greater part of the
time being taken up with questions
asked by the irrigation committee
which were answered by Mr, Holt and
others.
From the armory Prof. W. E. Garrison took the party to the college in
automobiles, where a general review
of the cadets under command of Major George was held. Senator War
ren was very much impressed and
pleased with the showing made by the
boys of the college. The special train
backed to Mesilla Park and picked up
the party, proceeding from there direct to Rincon, Engle and the Elephant Butte dam site.
ng

SJJCH THINGS

SHOULD

NOT BE.

Mother and Three Children
Went
Without Food for a Whole Day
at Pueblo.
Pueblo, Nov. 19. Mrs. Mary Butler,
her three children and her mother,
were found destitute at the union station today, and were given relief by
the county authorities. 'The family
had nothing to eat all day and had
spent the night on the floor of the
station. Mrs. Butler had been living
in Texas, and her husband recently
Her mother went from Canon
died,
City to see her daughter, and they
were trying to make their way back to
Canon City when they ran out of
money. The county gave them tickets to Canon City, where they have
relatives and friends.
IT WAS ONE YEAR OF

HADES FOR GIRL
Trinidad. Colo.,. Nov. 19. Dr. W.
Yyeno, a Japanese, and an attractive
American girl who gives her name as
Miss Lloyd, were arrested here today,
The pair were released on bonds to appear in court tomorrow afternoon. It
is not known from where they came,
but they have attracted attention during the last few days by being on the
streets together. At the jail the woman is aleged to have told the police
she had been living with the Jap for
a year, and that it had been "one yet.";
of hell."
JAPANESE PRINCE FOR
MISS DOROTY RUSSELL.
Pasadena, Cal., Nov. 19. Miss Dorothy Russell was furious when she
heard of the rumor that she was engaged to marry Prince Mutsuhito,
nephew of the Japanese emperor. She
said she knew the prince casually
when he was studying at the lTniversl-t- y
of Pennsylvania, but that there had
been no love affair between them. She
was very bitter against the newspaper, which printed the rumor of the
NO

engagement
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Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

WE HAVE THEM

I

casii register tickets
With allcashpurciiases.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.

Telephone

No. 40

Deco-

'

Leather aud Leather Ebony

i

!

Goods.

j

MANUFACTURER

Ipitz
I

i

mi

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURBIEB

Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Eery

Send for prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kiDds

438 Canon Road
Phono Black

FRANK

19

F-

-

AND .RETAIL

Lump

CERR1LL03

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitlicg Coal
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

Y.VS

Telephone

Gioiu

Alfalfa

BUSTER EROWN Make
will
wear
and cost you no
They
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
FOR

P O Box 219.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Grain,

I

-

Xlflip.
g7T-Nt.!lGHT-

'

LEO HERSCH

Salt an J Seefls

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

MANUFACTURER OF

-

rl.1
;! LHT

4

Santa Fe, New Mex'.co
""VfiSE0 CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

COMMERCIAL LITERARY

Courses

&

form Separate Departments

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

BROTHER HERMES. President

yiiaww.ii'irwmBiMwgwii

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D.'MULLIGAN

FUNERALS
RESIPENOK
RED
NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE

FRAMING

Given Careful
Personal Attention

188

OFFIOTfl

PHONE

TASTEFULLY

AND

RED

SAMSF4CT0RILY

130
DONE.
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Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed Septerrber 1st.

Eyes Tested and
Fl!ted by Up-t- o

SANTA FE.

Of

SUSPICIOUS.

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses

MILK

AND THAT WAGON LOOKS

CITY.

WATCHES

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

T
Y

IN THE

lKSlbiis"

sS)

I

j

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Phone 36

St. Michael's College

MaMMBMMIHMIHMaaiMSIIIIMM

lea!

YOFITZ

HALF CENTURY

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

FRESH EGGS

Potatoes,

Hb Qm

A

HOUSE

CREAM

Steam Coal.

FOR

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

BULL'S EYE or

The
case against Ignacio Mares for larceny
at Las Vegas, was dismissed yesterday. Juan Baca y Lucevo, the com.
nlaining witness, took on board too
much whisky and lost $35. Upon sobering up he missed the money and ae-- j
cused Mares of stealing it but could
It is an admitted inci, tnat real
not substantiate the charge.
financial men and merchants all
Snell Fourd Guilty In the federal
court at Las Vegas, George Snell, dep- say that quickest and best results a.d!
uty sheriff of Union county, was found obtained by advertising in the Now
guilty of subornation of perjury in con- Mexican.
nection with a homestead entry. Snell
had been indicted together with Pedro
PILES C'JRD JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Gomez and John Evans.
PAZOOINTMKNT - Kimrnnteed to cure
Sued for Commission In the dis- any caseof Itchine, Blind BlepdiiiR or ProPiles in 6 to 14 days or money retrict court, at Las Vegas James Clay truding
funded. 50c.
commisfor
Baca
has sued Miguel
the
sion on the sale of 1,300 head of sheep.
Chinaman Charged With Bribery
Horn Kim, alias Charles Lee, a China
j man
from Dawson, Colfax county, is
&
being tried in federal court at Las
Vegas, on the charge of having offered
Telephone Nc 140 Red
a bribe to U. S. Immigration Inspector
Frank M. Stanley. Lee is accused of
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
I
III

International Stock Food

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Service

$6.00

Telephone 85

SOLE AGENTS

DIAMONDS

'

plaintiff:1.
Lost Hi? Money While Drunk

Also Good lot Chickens

Flonr, Hay,

$4.00

Ifyou wantCa good pair of Sh:es
for the boy try a pair of

Avoid Regret By Attending.
Say do you know that Uncle John
is just the funniest old gentleman
that ever came over the nike. He's
going to arrive at Lamy depot (Elks
theater) tonight and the surprises he
will spring will surely be a caution.
He's a real winner and can't be beat.
Besides Uncle John you do not want
to miss the Lunch Counter Lady, the
Bootblack, the Newsboys, the Police-- '
man, the Woman With the Baby, the
Brule and Groom, the Hobo, and a
hundred other features. Poor Mr.
Armstrong and his five children will
also be on hand to make you laugh,
Come and see Mrs. Brown bring her
son Johnnie up on the bottle. Oh, but
you'll laugh. You just won't be able
to help yourself. And if you haven't
seen Josiah and his wife Nancy you
will miss the time of your life. In
addition to all of the very comical
and laughable features there will be
some of the best singing ever heard
at the Elks theater. Tickets are still
on sale at Fischer's drug store so get
busy.

j

CAPITAL COAL Yi&RD.

85

OUR

Merchandise

W

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

1

General

GORMLEY

SANTA FE. N. M.

WHOLESALE

j

Eduardo Chaves In
the district court at Albuquerque yesterday, C. Shillard Smith Company,
brought suit against Eduardo Chaves,
for $4,500, balance claimed to be due
Suit Aqainst

JEWELER

USE!

FROM

thereat.)

How startlight falls on Gotham walls!
I mark it in my dreaming;
Clear, steadfast eyes turned through
the skies
Across the black dark's scheming
To keep their guard with watch and
Upon the city's nights,
While league on league, in chain and
j
arc,
Flame back the city's lights.
Ah, Heaven's moods come gently down
In my fond sight on Gotham Town!
Xancy Byrd Turner, in December
Smart Set.

Novelties,

Ciiina,

PRICES
CO.

Sun-gilde-

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

rated

Headache
Tablets

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

having offered Stanley $200 to permit
other Chinamen to remain in the country without certificates.
Arrested for Grand Larceny Fay
Thompson, a harnessmaker, was arrested at Las Vegas yesterday on the
How sunshine beats on Gotham charge of grand larceny and abandonstreets!
ing his child and will be taken home
to Hillsdalo, Mich., today by Sheriff
shut my eyes ami know it;
Ribbons who has arrived from
An afternoon of early June,
The golden town below it;
The soft new airs in pleasant, squares.
The park's sweet, carpet thickened,
THE FIRST N1GHTER
The tide of living fall and warm,
The love of living quickened;
(A column set aside for the Elks'
And hearts al out. for holiday,
and criticism of performances
Theater
in their brave array.

Ap

Jewelry, Silverware,

Dr. Shoop's

How rain comes down on Gotham
Town!
I see it in my vision;
The Ions wet way of streaming ; ;ray.
The northeast wind's derision;
Reluctant car and baffled cab,
Umbrella armies marching;
The tearful grief beyond relief
Of dun skies overeaching;
Yet the gay smiles beneath the rain
Of Gotham Town, I see them plain.

SEE FOE YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

CALL

BROS. COMPANY.

geheoi suits

I

Winter
Grocery
vv

Incorporated 1903

SEllbll

Tim IN mTIPA.

Twin unvwhimv

y

i

TRY

Vn!n in ttift hoftd

!
GOTHAM.
Pain isconjfestion. pain is blood pressure nothing
else
At least, so says Dr. bhoop. ana to
How snow fo:iii's down on Gotha:r. proveusually.
it he has created a little pink tablet. Thai
Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablet
tablet
palled
Town!
coaxes blood pressure away lrom pain centers.
A world away I watch it.
Itseffectischarming, pleasingly delightful. Gently
safely, it surely equalizes the blood circu.
A lisht (lake from the cold rfky walls, though
lation.
If you have a headache. It's blood pressure.
A liiiht wind stirs to catch it;
If it's painful periods with women, same cause.
A million saunter in its wake,
If you are sleepless, restless, nervrus. it's blood
That surely is a
congestion blood pressure.
distance lightens.
The blup-grafor Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets step
certainty,
on
And down dim aisles for miles
it in ) minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
the unnatural blood pressure.
mile.;
Bruise your firmer, and doesn't It Bet red. and
and pain you? Of course it does. It's con-- 1
swell,
The dreary pavement whitens;
gestion, blood pressure. You'll find it where pain
And up and down the chilly street
ia always. It's simply Common Sense.
We iell at 25 cents, and cheerfully recormna&a
Co, muffled, wheel and hoof and

j
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Established 1856.
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Imperial Breakfast Food
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IS THE QUALITY! unless the drugs are of the perfect quality, fresh, patent and pure
the medicine is not going to produce the results expected, Let us fill your prescriptions
a f
I .i
l
i.:i
t
i . i
i
on it,"V7i anai ivinu
J aiisidi-.uiiMAnn
fa
wnn
me
is assureu
ana
aim
you.
kind
yyl.ilijvjI1
rignt
.
.
i
i
ii
sorr i

ciass

rnuLii

rnor

arug- mvite an your prescription business.
THERE' i SAFETY. TOO,
IN TRADING HERE

OOK'S PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1903.
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Interest to Santa Fe Readers.
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For months Santa Fe citizens have
NOBLE
seen in these columns enthusiastic-prais.
of Doan's Kidney Pills by Santa
Fe residents. Would these prominent
people recommend a remedy that had Tribute to Workers for "the!
not proven reliable? Would they
Common Civic
their statements after years had
if
not
had
elapsed
Good.
personal experience
shown the remedy to be worthy of
N'o stronger proof of
merit can be had than cures that have DEATH
HAS
TAKEN LEADERS
stood the test of time. The following
statement should carry conviction to
the mind of every Santa Fe reader.
But Their Mantle Has Fallen
Johnson
Rodriguez,
street, Santa Fo, X. M., says: "Two
and a half years ago I gave a statement for publication in regard to my
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills.
Today I am stronger in my praise of
ever. I suffered
4 his remedy than
disoredered
from
kidneys, the
greatly
pains in my back being so acute at
limes that I had to stop work and sit
down. The trouble steadily grew
worse and I rarely knew what was to
lie free from an ache or pain of some
kind. Soon after I began using Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured from Stripling,
'Burrows & Co.'s drug store, my pains
and aches disappeared and my back
was as sound and well as ever. Doan's
Kidney Pills have my strongest en
110

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Weil Point of the Sojthwtit."
Oftcers
by War Department.
Army
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Tht

!

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

con-4ir-

Toribio

New Mexico Military Institute

I
if

I

eft

i7
i

8)
i

men for college or for biisiiie. life, lireat
amount of open air work. Hcaiiiiiel ir.cation
of any Military School In '.he Union. Located

m iimmm

Upon Able and Willing

Shoulders.

Fifty Years the Standard.

m
n the beautiful
V.i!y the jrarden
spot of the Vet at an e'evatior. of 3. "on
feet above sea level, "imhlne everv Jav. out
lttie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradu
ates from stardarJ eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, healed, lighted
and modern Ip all respects.
E. A. Cahoon. President; W
REGENTS"
Vice
President: J. Phelps White,
G, Hamilton,
Treasurer: W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
add ress.
COL. IAt. W. WILLSOK,

Olive Ennis Hite.)
Makes finest cake and
Four times within a few years has
the Shadow come out from the Valley
pastry, light, flaky biscuit,
.
n
.
i
" i
aLI r i and beckoned to four women who were j
delicious
cakes
griddle
a part of all that was best and highest
in Santa Fe life. In a passing, which
palatable and wholesome.
Superintendent.
in each was a tragedy, these four souls
left behind them a memory which San
Ingredients found in the
ta Fe can well inscribe on enduring
low-pricbronze.
baking- powders are deleterious. The
It is rarely given to a town so small
as the pueblo of Holy Faith to hold
active principle is a mini within
her walls so many women of
eral acid derived from sulsuperb mental equipment, ripe judg
phuric acid, oil of vitriol.
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In tn
ment and tireless energy; women who
dorsement.
in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these watert
located
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 ' saw the physical, civic and moral
tested by tbs
j
miles west has been thoroughly
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Buffalo, needs about them and who courage-Vocents. Foster-MilburCo.,
to in th
miraculous
cures
attested
i
VmL-- onia ownla
-for the United i ously undertook p. task which seemed.
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases:
Rheu
Paralysis,
almost, a hopeless one. These four
States.
and about twelve miles from Bar-- j matism. Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
Fe,
women were pioneers in Santa Fe and
nco Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Remember the name Doan's and
in
the movement which has done so
take no other.
Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula.
j Grande
wonderful a work for the town. The
.
line
of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, 1 Grippe, all Female Com
laily
first to go down into the valley of
The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath
If you want anytnmg on earth try
mysteries, Nellie Smith, was the
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
a New Mexican want "ad."
youngest and, perhaps, the best becarbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
loved of all, for she was a joyous
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
creature
light and sweetness and organize and direct. The Woman's Fe, more than any town I have ever year round. There is, now a commod-- I upon request. This resort is attracTHE CHIEF SUPPORT had grownof from
girlhood to woman-- ' Board cf Trade was the result and as known, has had from her American iouc hotel for the convenience of ln-- ; tive at all seasons and is open all
hood among the early comers of the its
beginning a small company of remark- valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
president Mrs. Bartlett
village. Her father, General ed about her the very flower of intel-Smit- able women. Its changes have been from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
was a government official who iectual American women of the pueblo, many within a few years and I write contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
served his term of office and then re-- , The darkened years of her life never only of those who blazed the way for These waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
mained to establish a home and rear fully blotted out from her poor, tangled young feet which now follow the plaih of alkaline salts te the gallon, being address:
liis family. Of all of them Nellie was brain the Board of Trade. To the last trail and make wide highways where
the home girl, the comfort and stay of she was keenly interested in it and its once but dim paths were beaten down in
father and mother. Next door to Mrs. members and the foundation she laid the "forest primeval." I know only the
Oj ) C li
Coanty N M
Catron she grew up under the charm- has been magnificently builded upon pioneers those who have gone on
ing influence of that cultured woman by those who followed her. Her's was and those who yet abide to help and
,
and much of her admirable character a radiant, magnetic nature full of
direct and save Santa Fe from its own
no doubt, moulded by her friend erous impulses and persuasive domi-an- slot hfuln ess.
She passed on while nance. She was preeminently a lead-ye- t
It was years ago when the shining:
neighbor.
in her fresh, young womanhood, I er. With her passing went one whose rails of the "Santa Fe" slipped down1
from Pigeons Rancho to El Rio Santa
but her earnest work for Santa Fe, place was never quite filled,
-her sunny nature and her unostentaAs
ntl(1 Pn.nvU.JP ,lf Fe that the east gave of its very best,
t,
mra(1
of our extensive business
e
j
...sii
Mrs. Catron, Mrs. Prince, Mrs. Bart-win never ue- ioi suiu-cnaruy
M,.s Bartlett Ida Bacon Rjvenbul
tbe quality of the L imber we nous
by those who knew her best.
lett, Mrs. Rivenburg, Mrs. M. Jenne
took
the
oon.
arduous
which
labors
up
sell, and the reasonable prices
Warner, Mrs. Gable, Mrs. Weltmer.
L. Bartlett went out stantly arose before the board.
When
Cora
No
we
for it. We have built up
MrsMrs.
first
Thomas, Mrs. Hickox,
the
into
Shades
Land
the
of
no
in
less
her
intense
intellectual,
our trade on honest lines, to in the chain of workers was brokenlinkjess
;
Mrs
Charles
Bertha
Palen,
Bishop,
TO
Fe
kind
which wa are still adhering, and for Nellie Smith was only a loyal dis-ir- i0ve for Santa wasandcasthuman
Crichton.
Mrs.
Harroun.
Mrs.
Staab,
in
different
Rivenburg
we guirantse every foot of
of Ulose who madf j
the older leaders. The World's mod from the others; she was a prac- - tllose were
Limber we sell to be just as cipleof
Fair at Chicago developed Airs. Ban- tical woman of affairs. Womanly and tne waste Places ot lno calItal ueauu-- j
and hard
piece of it lett. As the representative of the wo- rpHrintr alio wna
nntioliln ful and who. by example
represented
U thoroughly seasoned a d men of New Mexico she took her place of conducting the intricate affairs of work, awoke the slumbering pride of Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
from all imparfections among the brainiest and ablest of those prosaic business; she was capable of nome in many a "roast. These, (he
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
who represented other states and ter- ruling wisely and well, a nation. Like most ot tnem- - 'oa sun have with you,
Ojt prices are satisfactory
stiH
new
for
other
Fe
trails
Santa
to
Mit
MONEY
making
all the others, she was blessed with a
ritories and on her return
ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
broaden
feet
and
t0
still
beautify,
she was recognized as competent to delightful joyous
Care
disposition.
the Unitsd States. Canada. Mexico
sat bv her fireside: trouble and wearying in the uplifting of the unfor- - Payable Throughout
and all Foreign Countries.
sorrow. of which she bad her shave, tunate, and the encouraging of the sad
And God knows Santa Fe
were powerless to crush the triumph- - hearted.
ant hosannas of her soul. She was 1 has Plellty 01 both!
And there never was a company of
grand woman, a loyal friend, a tender
sympathizer and a superhuman worker women banded together for noble
OF
in the Board of Trade. From her deeds who have done more than the
hands the reins fell into others well Board of Trade of Santa Fe.
trained for the work and how clear
i knew your plaza when "prairie
were the brains, how patriotic the schooners" parked in it ; when Captain
hearts of those who followed after, John Ayers set out the first of the
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
Santa Fe's plaza, library and charit- giant cotton woods that now shade the
able work attest.
children's children of tht long ago;
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
The fourth of these stateswomen, when there wasn't a spear of grass
has so lately passed that the echo of outside the little gardens of the Sisters
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
her footsteps yet lingers in the Val'.ey of Charity and the nuns of Loretto;
in
Mechanical
in
offered
of
are
the Shadow, Julia A. Catron was the when the only fairy land was "the
Agriculture,
College courses
of all and, in many things, super- Bishop's garden" and the dun walls of
peer
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and it Hcusehold Eco
ior. Gifted with unusual personal the grim, adobe paroquia cast long
beauty and an intellect that never shadows over the humble homes of the
nomies. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculceased to grow and ripen her's was a few soldiers and civilians who called
In
of
in
different from that of her the pueblo "home." That was a
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory life totally
in Santa Fe. With aint;le' ferent Santa Fe from what you see
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
to gratify every artistic, day and much of its beauty and
and human impulse; with a tinction is owing to the Woman's
for sell support.
RIGHT.
temperament alive to everything thati Board of Trade and to the three giant
no more.
minds
are
a
that
Mrs.
world
lived
Catron
the
held,
President'
the
address
and
further information,
For Catalogue
life of absolute richness of opportunity.
She was a student, a traveler, a hu- CROP REPORT FOR MEW MEXICO.
Dei Caspar Avens
manitarian" and one of the most intensely alive souls I ever knew. Her
In the government crop report for
Agricultural College, N. Mex
beautiful face was a faithful mirror of November just issued, Xew Mexico is
the woman within. Endowed with a credited With a production of 2,128,-00- 0
wondrous charm of manner, a sincere
bushels of corn against 1,755,000
love of every thing animate and inani bushels last year. The average per
OUR MOTTO: To have the Best of Everything In Our Line
mate, she always made me think of acre is 31.3 bushels which i3 better
some gorgeous tropical bird to whom than last year by over four bushels.
freedom and God's great spaces meant In oats the weight per bushel is 37
life itself.
pounds against. 31 pounds last year.
And with all her craving for knowl- The weight of wheat per bushel is
as CO pounds which is the same
edge, her restless reaching out to given
310 San Francisco St.
at Lowitsk's old Stand
as
last
year. The Irish potato crop
grasp, and understand, the hidden in was
that of 1908,
only three-fourth- s
the occult, the scientific and the socia'
is
that
bushels.
75,000
Quality
slightly
worlds she was as simple minded as
a little child, as true hearted and de better than last year. No report of
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
sweet potatoes made yet some of
Hacks,
For Hire
voted to Santa Fe as woman could be.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
fine quality were grown in the
She was able to do much, and unstint-ingl- mighty
season.
The
this
apple crop
CALLS ANSWERED
SINGLE RIGS, SDRRIES
she gave wherever she saw a territory
SANTA FE, N. M.
527 San Francleoo St.
was about 13 per cent less than last
need.
DAY
NIGHT
OR
&SVD0LE HOKSES
so
not
but
year; pears
good,
quite
During her Washington life, when grapes 5
cent better. Kaffir corn
her husband was in Congress, she was and cow per
peas appear in the report as
the very embodiment of inspiration to crops worth
reporting, but in quality
those who came within her orbit. Her not quite as good
No persons with contagious disease allowed in our hacks
as 1908. The prices
home life in her suite in a hotel was of wheat
per bushel for this year
as full of love and earnestness as her against last, year are $1.10 and 95
social life where she at once took her cents; corn 90 to 81 cents; oats 60
place as a woman worth knowing and, to 56 cents; potatoes $1.10 to 91 cents;
I
think', the years she spent at the cap- butter, pound 32 to 31 cents; eggs, per
of the finest
We will give you prompt and efficient
ital were, to her, replete with things dozen 30 to 26 cents.
service and solicit a part of your trade
You, who have seen
accomplished.
her come and go among you know her
The New Mexican can ao printing
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY
ALL OP THE VERY
solid worth and royal nature better equal to that done in any of the large
AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
LATEST
than I, but I knew her enough to mar- cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
PHONE
,' :
vel that so gifted a creature could pos- work we turn out.
Try our stock once
11W
YY
sess so thoroughly unspoiled a nature. and you will certainly come again. We
L 139
With these four souls passed out have all the facilities for turning out
of mortal view it would seem that the every class of work, including one of
leaders would be missing. But Santa the best binderies in the west.
(.By
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ANTONIO JOSEPH, Proorietor.
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Wells Fargo & Company
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Ml Parts of the World.

notrovt-fioloci-

fre

Charles W. Dudrow

un-nev-
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;remittances sent by telegraph.
J. D. BARNES. Aaent

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

I

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

j

LIVELY STABLE

-

j

A

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

-

When Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

j

RATES

W. E.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Garrison,

Mew Livery Ham

A. F. SPlEGBLBEiiG,
Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

ONLY

T&Sff" SALE

Embroideries

phone

red

i
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i White Goods

inspection is Respectfully solicited
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V
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DRY GOODS CO.
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The need of a tourist hotel is felt as' njnnjysinrirurLnruTJruiM
1
keenly in Pueblo, Colo., as it is iu S; j g
R. J. PALEH, President.
J. H. VA'JSHM. Cashier.
la Fe, for the Pueblo Chieftain says:
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
"In one respect a hotel is like a
L. A. HJ2S1ES,
J. B. READ, Assistant Cashier.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- it makes business for itself. The
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES- t.
Editor and President.
construction of one big modern hotel
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .
in Pueblo would undoubtedly develop
1
Attorney-at-Law- .
transient
and resident business to such
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
an extent as to demonstrate the need
this:
of
similar
and
structure,
another
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
.J3.75
Daily, sis months, by mall
E. C. ABBOTT,
25
expansion of demand would continueDaily per week by carrier
.
Attorney-at-Law2.00
.
i
per
Weekly,
year
to a much greater extent than most
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
in
in
the
The
District
Practice
Suand
.
Banking
1.00
months
sis
Weekly,
believe.
65
Daily, per month, by mail
people choose to
in 1870
preme Cojrts,. . Prompt and careful
New Mexico.
.75
.
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
"Pueblo ought to have a big shaie
Daily, per year, by mail
attention given to all business.':
of the winter tourist business of ColoNew Mexico
Santa Fa
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
rado, and not one hotel, nor two, would
busibe sufficient to accommodate the
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
Tbe New Mexican is the oldest new spa per in New Mexico. It is sent to ness in this line that Pueblo ought 3
(Late
Surveyor General)
a
and
circulation
has
very postcffics in the Territory,
to liav.?..
large anJ growing
Attorney-at-Law- .
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.- "There is no serious danger of over- g
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
Land and Mining business a spedoing the hotel business in this city
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
cialty.
hut on the contrary every new hotel
New Mexico
Santa Fa
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
that is built and operated along the
and
sells
stocks in all mirkets for its customer.
Buys
CATRON & CATRON,
right lines will not only make business
but it will tend to increase
2 domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
for
itself,
and Counsefiors-at-Law- .
Attorneys
THE PRESIDENT A BOOSTER.
The New Mexican can not. help copy- business 1o such an extent as to make
Office:
on
terms
liberal
as
of
of
world
all
Catron Block.
to
civilized
the
a
money
parts
President Taft is an optimist,
. New Mexico
Santa Fe
ing the following editorial from thej ether hotels necessary."
3.
or
sec
are
fine
as
a
would
who
make
booster,
given by any inj.iey transmiting agency public
Citizen-Tribune,
because
I private. Intsrest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
rotary for the Santa Fe Board of Albuquerque
G. VOLNEY HOWARD,
With winter at t He door, there is
Trade or Commercial Club, for Frank it. fits into the local situation almost
Liberal
and Counseler at Law
on
or
time.
six
months'
3
cent
Attorney
annum,
per
years'
per
desneed for charity to look after the
better than it does Albuquerque:
Leslie's auotes him as follows:
Practices in all courts of Territory
b advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
are
of
unfortuwhom
there
of
mine
this trip
"I have been
"United we stand; divided wo fail, titute,
Speaks Spanish.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
from the Atlantic to the Pacific ocean, This saying, as o'd as time, is as nately some in every town. For years.
Phone 192 Black.1
been
of
Trade
Board
Woman's
has
the
southdown the Pacific ocean to the
Rooms IS and 19,
powerful now as a million years ago.
I and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
Laughlin Block
inwest corner of the country, across and will be the same a million years quietly doing charity work, helping
Santa Fe, N. M.
bank-- 1
sound
and
ol
is
with
consistent
the
as
principles
safety
or
to
the
leave
digent strangers
city,
through the territories and that great hence.
to it that pauper healthseeli-ering. Safety deposit boxes ior rent. The patronage of the
domain of Texas to St. Louis, down the
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
"If there ever was a time when the seeing
te
or
for
enabled
are provided
l publ'.c is respecfully solicited.
A. B. Renehan,
Mississippi into New Orleans and now eitv of Albuquerque and the territory
E. P. Davie,
3
here. I have made the Lord forgive of New Mexico needed to be united for go home. It is a difficult work and
Attorneys-at-Law- .
it lias been done so quietly that few
me and the Lord help those who heard its own
Practice in the Supreme and Dispreservation, for its progress. Knew of the
me! two hundred and odd speeches, for its success and prosperity,
activity of the board, but
trict Courts. . Mining and Land Law a
it is
the lime h; coming when the communand I have been able to sustain the now.
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
I
am
and
more:
ity must attend to some of that work
New Mexico
Santa F
hearing of two hundred
"No house can stand divided against itself, or give freely so as to enable
able to say that we never in all our
disHOLT & SUTHERLAND,
country's history were as homogene- itself, and even though the gentlemen the Woman's Board of Trade to
Attorneys-at-Law- .
ous a people, as closely allied in all who have been talking in favor of tho pose of all cases brought to its at
New Mexico is far behind when
Practic In the District Courts as
our holies and rmbitions and in all organization of another commercial
well as before the Supreme Court of
our pride of country and patriotism, as body are doubtless sincere and only it comes to taking care of paupers and
the Territory.
we are today. It is possible that then-ar- doing that which they believe is the unfortunate strangers who are strandLas Cruces
New Mexico
corners in this country that have best to advance the city, yet the fact ed without means. Most of the states
bo. lies, with the and their counties ami cities have proW'LLIAM VAUGHN PROP,
escaped me where there is discontent, remains that two
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
but, if so. I have not found them. l:i same purpose in view, even though vided for channels to distribute relief
in when it is needed, but in New Mexico
Attorney-at-Law- .
One
in
every town I had almost said in there, might be some difference
be the
net
would
technical
in the Supreme and Dis
Practices
individuals
and
details,
counn
hamlet--iand
private organizations
every city
every
Cuisire and
1'iir Albuquerqe.
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
must do the work unaided by the
Lirge S imple
ty and in every state I have found best
Table Service
Socorro
R oai for ComNew Mexico
"Therefore, gentlemen, let us all get
the individual saying to himself. 'I am
Uoex
mercial Travelers
f
content here because I know what will together, foruive and forget, and form
WILLIAM McKEAN,
make this city or this town or this one solid phalanx for New Mexico as
It is true that. New Mexico has lost
Attorney-at-Law- .
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON
AVENUaJ
I a whole and for
as
a
and
one
in
best
the
the
state,
Albuquerque
great!
county
and Land Law.
.
Mining
it
And
let
do
us
am going to do that very thing."
unitedly."
last spring and who were disappoint
Taos
New Mexico
ambi-the
to
with
the
state,
so,
respect
ed because crops would not grow
j
tion of the sanit all proud of the op-The xev Mexican hopes that the re
their haphazard methods, but iu
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
AMERICAN AND
portunity to be the citizen of the town ported amalgamation of the Postal an their place are coming sutlers who
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberts,
Jesser
JSC
or the county or the state where he Western Union Telegraph companies are in earnest, who will give scientific
EUROPEAN PLAN
Attorneys-at-Law- .
y.
r
the will not result in closing the com pet
is, and all proud to be Americans
Offices: Raton,, N, M., and Trini
farming a try out, beginning next
type to which we have bred all those ing offices iu places that have such. year's work now, planting the right
dad, Coloraao.
".was?
v
b
we
have
d
races with whom
Thus far the one anaconda has swal- kind of drouth-resistincrops and culto be Americans, ami to rejoice lowul only part of the other, but it is ti vat ing diligently during the growing
G. V. PRICHARD,
and thank God that the starry flag sufficient to stifle the much needed season.
Mesand Counsel
Says the Moriarty
Attorney
waves over us, a united country and a competition yhich is responsible
for sender:
Practices in all the District Courts
united neotile."
the many improvements in the service
and gives special attention to cases
lost a few homesteaders
1
of the two companies in the past two as "Moriarty
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
drouth
season's
last
the result of
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
Collier's which gained notoriety by years. In towns like Santa Fe, the sit- but newcomers are arriving at a rate
J.
E.
LACOME,
attacking the New Mexico judiciary; uation would be almost intolerable if that should nut a quietus to any feelGEORGE w. BARBER,
by making a fierce and unfounded on- all competition among the four tele- ing that this community is going backand Counsel
Attorney
slaught on Secretary of the Interior graph and telephone companies would wards. It is the. ohj, story over again,
Proprietor
Practices in the District Court and
Ballinger; which published a fake pic- cease. The public would have to re- two new arrivals for every disgruntled
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
ture of the Grand River canon in Col sort to the means adopted in larger
'
departure."
Commodious Sample Koem
Prompt attention given to all business.
orado, and in an advance circular a fake places, the establishment of independ-picturNevr Mexico
Lincoln county
of First Assistant Secretary ent telephone and telegraph lines. At
of the principal Ltmg Distance
Thus far forty-ninStation.
of the Interior Department Frank H. present the service is splendid, hut
Telephone
have adoptEDWARD C. WADE,
Fierce, is now accused by the El Paso that is due entirely to competition or cities of the United States
commission
form
some
governAttorney-at-Law- .
of
ed
as
or
in
of
the
of
the
fear
the
competition
Times of having faked a picture
thirty-threof
and
are
Practices
in the Supreme and Disit,
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meeting of President Taft and Presi-!cas- e
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vote
to
Courts
of the Territory, in th
more
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FIRST
CLASS
trict
CAFE
preparing
of
to
its
the energy and public spirit
dent Diaz. It seems when a muckLighted, Every Room
Probate Courts and before the TJ. S.
I. the question of adopting it. Sooner or
Commissioner
raker goes to faking )ie can outfake a manager, County
IN CONNECTION"
a Good One,
towns of New
Surveyor General and TJ. S. Land
grafter any time. Says the El Paso Sparks. As the telegraph companies later, the principal
Offices.
and
for
in
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will
Mexico
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except
the
federal
there-do
interstate
an
j
which
and
is
business,
Democratic,
Times,
Las Cruces
New Mexica
FiiESS TBE BUTTON TfK DO THE REST,
fore not in sympathy with the officers government should not be helpless in the fact that New Mexico is accusit
when
behind
to
distomed
which
the
trailing
the
merger
attacked by Collier's:
preventing
C. W. G. WARD,
comes to innovations cf that kind, San"Mr. Ballinger charges Collier's with' patches foreshadow,
Territorial District Attorney.
would
Roswell
and
ta
Albuquerque
Fe,
canon
a
view of Grand River
faking
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
from a railroad folder and palming it, It ig tQ be hoped Ulat lhe vis of have adopted the commission forri by
Las Vegas
New Mexico
AND EUROPEAN PLAN
AMERICAN
time.
this
on on tne puunc as a picture or an lhe senate "
committee is
irrigation
available power site which was in more than a mere junl;et aiul th.lt it
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
If the proposed copper trust will do
danger of unlawful acquisition on the wU1 ,.PSult in additionai legislation
Bonds and Investments.
South Platte river, 200 miles away that will nlake the work of reciama. for the copper industry what the steel
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third-Judicia- l
and across the continental divide.'
coal
the
and
for
trust
New
to
has
larg-"IDistrict
of
done
Mexico.
iron,
the
useful
tion p,.actical and
L
its issue of November Gth, Col- est number of people possible. More steel industries, it should be consumCruces
New Mexio v
lier's publishes several splendid views ample means ghol,ld be in.ovided so as mated by all means. Copper mining
Eastern and local bank references.
X"irst Class Ssetauiant Six Ccllri-ectlo:ia. of the meeting of Presidents Taft and tQ hasten the construction cf irrigation and smelting need some steadying inRATES 50c and up
G LUPE HERRERA Prop,
H.
Diaz, but one of the views which is works on which work has been begun, fluence and if the combination that is
PUTNAM,
& Night
OPEN
Santa Fe New Mexico- Day
U. 8. Court Commissioner and
supposed to depict 'President Diaz rid-- for construction dragged over years being figured cut by J. Pierpont Mor
Conveyancer.
ing into El Paso' is clearly faked, for leavea tne action to be benefited in a gan, who is a past master at the art,
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
nowhere in El Paso is to be found such state of
like
from
wil'
also
and
compli-fluctuating
copper
keep
uncertainty
Correspon .ents asking information-concernin, a fever
background of shrubbery, lampposts, cates the qnestion of water rights
patient in the Mississippi botthe Territory of New Mexas the photograph shows.
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even
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a
be
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same
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toms,
for
the
system.
plied
'
ico
answered
promptly
"Since it has become so imbued with
first
xaturallV( too the settlers, under such the shape of a trust.
Texico
New Mexico
al-the muckraking spirit, Collier's ha
j
as
to
water
have
want
the
p,.ojectt
-lowed itself to do several things other son
,t an be had and'a vear's eain
There are only thirty applicants for
R. W. WITTMAN,
man taking pictures that are a disap- in time in producing crops may help
the job of governor of New Mexico.
Draftsman.
to
Its
friends."
pointment
much toward paying for the construcCORNER COM GASPAR AND WATER STREET
Considering the number of the states
:?C.opies fdrnished of records on file
tion of the project.
:TJV S.
in the Union and that there are twenty-siSurveyor General's Office.
Steam Beat
Eot and Cold Water Spacious Sample Fooms
n
A glance over the report cf the
Santa Fe,
in the Territory, it almost
New Mexico.
counties
of the First National Bank of
Electric Light,
For Commercial Travelers
In Eyery Room
was incensed, says seems as if the place is going begging,
President
Taft
Santa Fe, on November 10, yester
Modern Baths.
NEEL & COOPER,
the Associated Press, when he heard Advices from Washington have it that
day called for by the comptroller of
Geo. M. Neel.
Robt. L. Cooper.
been shot in the task of picking the successful one
Americans
two
had
that
the currency, indicates that the First
Graduate
will
even
be
Irrigation
semblance
from
of
without
bunch
Engineers,
the
the
thirty
National continues to do a big busi- Nicaragua
Survevs. nlans. mans. ' estimates.
Today President
ness. Total resources of $1,227,198.38, of a trial. In fact, the word incensed, pleted tomorrow.
construction, water supply, and duty.
is going some as the street would i1' mlla ana meant to convey tne im- xait is taiung a nonciay aner tooiung
Office: Catron Block. Santa Fe N. M.
p
of the thirty ap-Fhave it, in a city the size of Santa ' Pression tnat lle was hopping mad, so ' over the testimonials
'
'
wouldn't
he
niad
in
lilicants.
that
sr.n
nno
fact,
permit
Dennsit that
'
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
show that the rnmrvmnitv is nnt ev. the new Nicaraguan minister to be indishim
to
and
troduced
Notary Public.
immediately
HERE IS A VERY EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
actly poverty stricken: loans and.
Governor Shafroth of Colorado has
discounts exceedinz half a million patched two gunboats to ask Zelaya wisely decided to do away with the
Office with the New Mexican
dollars are proof that the bank is do- - what he means by his actions. Unless
HALF
practice of issuing holiday pardons.
PR5CE
AT
EVERYTHING
Company.
is
answer
the
the
very
satisfactory,
busines
and
and
ing
helping business,
The pardon business has been and is
FROM N"W
.rnore than $70,000 of cash on hand in! apology very prompt and the repara-additiooverdone in almost every state
ON UNTIL
to more "than $350,000 due! tion very ample, there will be fun being
TIME TABLE OF
'
of the Union. The trial and sentencing
from approved reserve agents, fs a ahead and Nicaragua might as well get
is not a mere farce, a josh
of
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
LOCAL TRAINS
guarantee that the First National is a 'ready to become the latest American or prisoners
a joke, and therefore after sentence
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Fd
financial Gibraltar for the community. acquisition.
is once imposed it should not be set
Denver and' Rib Crande Railroad.
aside except for a weightier reason
Train
the north at 10:15
irleayesfor.
The suggestion which comes all the
Excellent Assortments of
The Chicago physicians who plan a than that it
',.
.', ,'
a. m.
to be Washing
Don't
happens
from
way
California, that the names monster sanitarium for consumptives, ton's
or
Fourth
Train
of July.
arrives from the north at 4'
the
Fa'l
Many
birthday
Burned Leather Goods
Of the workers in the Woman's Board not paupers, and yet not possessing
other
to
of Trade who have pessed into the the means to pay for travel and sanip
Earned Wooden Placqnes
New Mexico Central.
Call
articles
The plan to overhaul football methshadow cf the valley of death, be tarium care are on the right track.
11 Kinds
Train
leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
i ra'vn Work
of
, that
graven on bronze, seems appropriate. They want to purchase from 100,000 ods 13 a good one and if the rough
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5: 25.
attract
Pillows
leather
Tops
A tablet in the Woman's
Inspect
Board of to 200,000 acres of land in New Mexico edges of the game can be taken off by
Santa Fe, Railroad.
Trade library would be a fitting mono- - and thereon erect a model sanitarium resolutions, the resolutions should be
Leave Santa. Fe? ;25 to connect
ment and would also be a reminder to to accommodate more than a thousand forthcoming and passed at once! But;
with No's; 10 anairom the south and
those who come after, lest they forget, patients. New Mexico certainly has few are the games and sports that are
west, and No. 3 from the east at Lam
amenable to doctoring of that kind.
that in the das gone by there were the climate that offers the best
Junction.
who held high civic ideals, tions under which a cure can be
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Proprietor
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
The dividend declared by the Wells
wrought for the common good fected and the success of the Marine
'
' 301-30w ithout
No, 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. tnwith
M.
reward, and who were un- -' Sanitarium at Fort Stanton and the Fargo Company will tickle the stock3
Bt.
Santa
Fe, N,
San Francisco
Loaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
selfish in bestowing the best that Army Sanitarium at Fort Bayard holders but the fellow who has been
wllh 7 find 9 from the east and 4 an
there was in them for their beloved has placed the stamp of official approv-Sant- paying the express rates is doing some
3
.
from the west. Arrives U:io p. ro.
New
Fe.
al upon
Mexico's claims.
tall thinking at the same time.
j
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X. A. Haldeiuan the hardware man
from St. Louis, is in town quartered at
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Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
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Ranch

Property)
100 Acres in the P cos Valley, tw o Miles From
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.
Roswell
2000 Acres in the Rio Grande Valley.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS CALL ON OR ADDRESS

O

WATSON

C- -

COMPANY

&

Santa

Cattcn Elcclc

Plione Bed 1SS

2T,

ImI-

is in from his

When this cold snap struck us.

-

'

ranch

on the Pecos, buying supplies. He is
a guest at the Claire.
J. E. Twitty of Colorado Springs, is
here on a business trip. He is a
guest at the Modern.
Mrs. it. H. Hanna has gone to Denver to join her husband with whom
she will make a trip east.
F. B. White, a Denver traveling
man from Denver, was among the
noon arrivals at the Claire.
W. G. Pollock, a Xew York traveling man, is in town selling a line of
jewelry. He is stopping at the Palace.
Harvey Ford of Detroit, Mich., is in
town visiting his wife who is here for
her health. He is a guest at the Mod- '
ern.
E. L. Collins, a St. Louis shoe sales- man, is in town calling on the uier-- j
chants. He is registered at the Pal-- ,
ace.
E. E. Dilley and Mrs. Pish of Del
Xorte, Colo., arrived in town last
night. They were married this morning by Judge Garcia.
James Corey, tax agent of the Denver and Rio Grande railroad, . was
among last night's arrivals at. the
Palace.
.1. P. MeXulty,
the mining man
from Cerrillos, is in ,town to see the
show tonight. He is stopping at the
Modern.
Mrs. F. Hogle of Estancia, spent last
night in Santa Fe a guest at the Modern, beins on her way to Taos to visit
her narents.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ti. Trowbridge
of Xew York, came in at noon today
on a sightseeing trip. They are guests
at the Palace.
Alex A. Batley of Bucyrus, Ohio,
was among today's noon arrivals,
coming to see the sights. He is a
guest at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Benniug of St.
Joseph, Michigan, are among the
sightseers in town. They are quartered at. the Palace.
Mrs. J. B. Becker, Jr., and her son
of Belen, are in town, the guests of
Miss Stella Sloan. She expects
to
remain over Thanksgiving.
Mrs.. J. White and child, of .SumV
mit, Xew Jersey, are guests at the
Palace, being here to see the sights.
William Strover, U. S. examiner of
surveys, arrived from Washington at
noon today taking quarters at the
Palace.
He is accompanied by his
wife.
Clement Hightower, of Capitan, Lincoln county, who was recently appointed chief clerk of the Xew Mexico census office, arrived last night,
taking quarters at the Coronado. He
will begin his duties today.
"Attorney C. C. Catron returned last
evening in his automobile from Mora
where he had been on legal business.
Mr. Catron is accompanied
on the
trip by Frank Horn, who is driving
the auto. The party left today in return to their homes in the Ancient
City." Las Vegas Optic.
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W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier.
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W. S. DAVIS.
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Frank, the hotel man of Espanola.
is here on business, stopping at the
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& TRUST CO
Saata Fe, 8.

Catron went to Las Vegas

Palace.

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

;

B.

.
on lecjal business.
A. A. Vickers. the oil man from La
Yt'Sjas, is registered at the Modern.
W. M. Anderson, a Denver traveling
man, is registered at the Claire.
M. Yania of Kl Paso, Texas, is
among the sightseers ;it the Palace.
Charles S. Hill, a Denver insurance
man, is in tewn registered at the

1

$50,000

Come

buy
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MARKET REPORT

NOW IS THE TIME

To have that SUIT cleined, pressed and put in good shape
We will do it
forfallwear.
We will charge Klun1,

and Pressing Establishment
208 WE8T

prime paper

41-2-

and oet
One
4.00.t.
Market weak. Beeves ?4(fi
9.2j : Texas steers ?,." (d 1.23; western st- ers ?4.23T7 7.30; stoekers and
feeders :.X,Ci .'..3D ; cows and heifers
$2.10'( 5.70; calves ?6.25(f S.75.
Hogs.
Receipts 1S,000. Market
steady. Light $7.70.8.10; mixed $7.73
ftS.23; heavy $7.75fr 8.23; rough $7.75
tf(7.J0; good to choice heavy
1M(X
S.23; !igs ?G.10ft 7.70; bulk sales $7.93
-

(ijS. 20.

Receipts 10,000. Market
Native $2.!0fi 5.10; western
?35.10; yearlings $3.25ff?.6.30; Iambs
native $4.757.50; western $3ti7.40.
Shjeep

steady.

Ask lour Wife

The Coming Christmas.
This of all seasons make roaLkind more charitable
one to another. The spirit cf cheerful giviEg is recognized ia all civilized lands at Yuletide.
Choose early if you would choose wisely
have a splendid array cf sei vicible things to
pick from. You can find here many suggestions, a
few of which are mentioned below.
We

Fni1

tilP RflllV
J

About a Hcnre
1
" oman living in
ted property Irugs to
get into a hoiife of her own
There are hundreds of things
she would like to do to irake her
wn home more confortable.
attractive and pleasnnt Nearly
every won. an is a money saver
and she will help y ou wonderfully
to pay for a home.

Vrv

ren-'''"J-

Youngsters

Young Lady

will sell ycu a very 'desirable hon e on payir cuts, which
rent money will n nke
jour
Don't wait. Begin now paying
for your home.
LET US EXPLAIN
Ol'R
CONTRACT FOK CHEAP MO-

For the

NEY.

Young Man

GEO. M. KTNSELL
294

San Francisco St.

WOODY'S HACK LIKE

OF AMERICA

!

A fa m on s old Spanish Land Grant

beautifully and historically situated
on the Pecos River 7000 feet above sea
; level and
surrcinded, by pine and
'spruce covered mountains of upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
In the year such as no disease germ
can live In, ;The greatest; health giving country in theworld. 26 miles
east
of Santa FeT ' " i
Splondid trout fishing in Summer and all kinds., of hunting.
HORSEBACK

etc,

..-

riding-TEN-

-

ML

J.

F. MILLEE

MgrJ&lley Ranch H.

M.

SPANISH LESSONS

December $13.35

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Nov.
19. Wheat Dec.
Chicago,
1081-2- ;
May 105
Corn Dec. 59
60; May 61
5--

7-- 8

i--

2

Fas-oaaagp-

$5.00

la Mi

LIVE STOCK.
Answers Last Summons.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 19. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
800 south5,000, including
eras; market steady. Native steers
-

For Best Laundry Work

Fruit

$4.808.50; southern steers $3.50
5.25; southern cows $2.754.00; native
cows and heifers $2.25 6.00; stoekers
,and feeders $3.255.10; bulls $2.75
calves
4.10;$3.757.50;, western
steers $2.005.75; western cows $2.75

Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENC Y at O. K. Barber Shop
F. O. BROWN,
Phone No 23 4.50.
Red ':' : Jx.Hogs
Affent.
-

i.

Ail 1909 Crop
RASISIN,
CURRANTS
CITRON
PRUNES

,,;PEARS

Evaporatea

peaches

)f

apricots;

You

want the latest thing in

"'

'

Also

j?w,

1909 Crop

English Walnuts

&

Almonds
We Now Have

Eery Thing
Necessary For Fruit Cake

ers

$7.858.10;

light

$7.457.95;

Individual or Class Lessors D. M. HOOVER & SON pigs $6.007.35. '
Sheep
Receipts, 6,000; market,
IN GRAMMAR,
Builders and Contractors
lambs
steady. .Mutton $4.255.50;
PLANS .& ESTIMATES
RAYMOND HA ACKE
$6.007.50; range wethers and yearlings $4.406.60; range eyes $3.50
Care New Mexican
Furnished on short notice
5.25.
.
NOTARYPUBLIC
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
Chicago, Nov. 19. Cattle Receipts
".

i

I

a Moda Millinery
OF INTERESTfjTO LADIES
Have also just received a full line of

"PavqI"
AUjai

H.S. KAUNE&GO.

rpiES

Call at the

LEMONft ORANGE PEEL

Receipts;5 10,000; market
steady.. Bulk of sales ,$7.758.05J
heavy $8.008.10; packers and butch-

"""w"WMMaaMaaaaaa'

& CO.

THE RACKET STORE.

low Ii

20.

LAUNDRY

pers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handkerchiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras, Shaving
sets, Smokers sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.
Long Camonas, Handmade work
baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy chira, Table linen etc.
P pes, Cigar1 humidor s, Felt
pers A Victor or Edison Phono-grap- h
will amuse the whole family

W. N. TOWNSEND

er

'

FARE

combs, Beautiful bed room slip

8

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Oats Dec. 30l-8- ; May 413-47-the north bound train and arries at
Pork Jan. 20.72
Taos at 7 p. 'nf.
May 19.85.
t
Lard Nov. 12.15; Jan. 12.87
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good convenient hack and 90.
way.
Ribs Jan. 10.60; May 10.371-2- .
good teams.
WOOL MARKET.
Aeaae to Xedcs
St. Louis, Nov. 19. Wool unchangCoiaafortablo. ; ', '"
ed; territory and western mediuriis 24
Tiip
29; fine mediums 2226; fine 14

IMPEHIAL

$10 03 and $12 00 per week
S.ddle Horsw, $1.50 per day or
$5.00 per week.
,
.
'
Write tody for Mlu trated pamphlet
and all Information

steady
stand

etc.

A THOUSAND OTHER VALUABLE AND
INTERESTING THINGS TO SELECT FROM

7--

1--

Rniirir? TrsiJne

MFflthPP

GROCERS.

.

ard spot. $13.2550;
05; silver 50

NIS

.,,

THE LEADING

'

New. York, Nov. 19. Lead
$4.37
copper qu.et,

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South

THE ,VALLEY R AN Oil

i
Mex-

Mother

5 GO

S. KAUHE

Gift

Go-cart- s

drawn work, Handsome jewel

Do

Vt'e

wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur set,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican

For the

Will

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets, Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

The new Marathon racers, Toy

For tie

Rent Money

5--

PALAOK AVE

1--

SWITZERLAND

551-2- ;

mi

i

WTA FF, HARDWARE L SUPPLY f!0

H.

money

m

;

'i
'It

ican dollars 43; Amalgamated 951-2- ;
Atchison 120
New York Central
133; Southern Pacific 1301-8- ;
Union
Pacific 204
Steel 90
pfd.
1261-2-

TH E

Call

19.

f

GEPi

i

MONEY AND METALS.

New York, Nov.

ill

:

For

The Goldberg Cleaning
PHONE 203 BI.A.OK

FIVE.

yesterday

business methods, o give him tha benetit of your
business experience.
See that he has a bank account while he is grow-- .
icg up. There is no other one thing that will giva
hiaa a more proper insight and conception of
business than havirg his own back account.

Capital

PAGE

'J.

man,
of today, will, in
years, be a
in
him
train
to
is
have
If you
a sen it
your duty

BAM

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

PERSONAL MENTION

BOY
THE 15 YEAR OLD
business
ten

UNITED STATES
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11113 SANTA

19, 1SC9.

FRIDAY, NOVEMEErj

FLOSSES & EMBROIDERY SILKS

and all kinds of ART EMBROID-ERIa and NOVELTIES. : :

NFW GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY

.

Phone Black

'PRQIE

11

E

78

Catron Block.

PGE

FRIDAY, NOVEMTER

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X. JL
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19, 1909.

found convenient.
The following in- Beware of Ointment for Catarrh That
formation will be called for:
Contain Mercury,
1.
Farm expenses in 1909.
as mercury will surely destroy th
A. Amount spent in cash for farm sense of smell and
completely derange
labor (exclusive of house work).
the wnoic system wheD entering it
R Pstimated value of house rent through the mucous surface. Such arand board furnished farm laborers in ticles should never be us.ed except on
The safest medic ines are those which leave the system in the best con addition to cash wages paid.
prescriptions from reputable physidition lifter their use. This is one of the principal virtues we claim lor
C. Amount spent for hay. grain, cians, as the damage
thty will do is
S. S. S. Being
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feed
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them.
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health
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the
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of
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of
it
up
the
etable ingredients make
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A great many blood medicines cum-anuuug uimeiw aim uuun. .
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DAILY
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'All A' Vti Moliiff
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for
disease.
blood
cure
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and
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Arr.
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Each
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Scrofula,
Sores
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8. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh,
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45
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Lv.
4
10 12 a. in.
4 55 p. m.
88
" i'eclman
all like diseases, because it purifies the circulation
etl js 0f fundamental importance in its do, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney At Co. Testiand
11
Poison
Elood
10 35 a. m.
4 35 P m.
82
" Uapullii
16
10 50 a. m.
S. S.S. mav be taken by young or old with absolute safety, and with the bt,arlng 011 agriculture as an industry, monials free.
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" Vigil
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due to an impure or
II 06 a on
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born
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after
Colts
paid; number sold and amount receiv- tect and guide all sovereigns and naKoehler .Inct.
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January
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88
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Ooltax
26 50 p. m.
and number and value of those tions (especially such as have shown
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ed;
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Mules:
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41
77
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6 15 p. in.
9 25 a. ra.
Lv.
on the farm.
1,
Arr
born
before
kindness to us), and to bless them
mules
All
6 35 p. tn.
slaughtered
11
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January
M.
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to promise the knowledge and
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after
New
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York;
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Pollack,
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00 a. m.
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."
94
Ute Park
7. 45 p. in.
1, butter and cheese produced on the practice of true religion and virtue,
Mule colts born after January
S. Hill. Denver; M. Yanna, El Paso;
farm in 1909.
Mrs. .1. White and child, Summit, N. 1909.
and the increase of science among
Connect with E. P. & l. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawaon, N.
B. Quantities of milk, butter, cream, them and us; and,
O. W. Edwards, El Paso; James
Swine:
J.;
generally, to grant
M.. 6.15 D. m.
butter fat and chees sold in 1909 and unto all mankind such a degree of temborn before January 1, 1910.
Denver; Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Corey,
N.
Hogs
123
M.,
No.
Oawaon,
W.
.
train
E.
P.
with
leaving
Ry.
t Connecta
V.
L.
amounts received.
Benning, St. Joseph, Mich.;
poral prosperity as He alone knows
Pigs born after January 1, 1910.
:55 a. m.
La4.
Z.
W.
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and eggs.
DeCamp.
to be best.
Smith.
Veta;
Poultry
M.
N.
Sheep:
meet
N.
at
tralna
Preaton,
van
M.,
for
Houten,
Stage
mm-.
A. Value of lioultry of all kinds
Coyo.; E. L. Collins, St. Louis.
"Given under my hand, at the city of
Ewes born before January 1, 1910.
C. 4. S. Passenger trains arrive an depart from Des Moines is follows:
Coronado.
in 1909, whether sold, .consum New York, this third day of October.
Janraised
born
before
Ranis and wethers
SOUTH SOUND.
NORTH BOUND
Jose Anlonio Anaya, Xativida Mon- nary 1. 1910.
ed, or on hand.
A. D. 17S9.
No. 8. 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :0i a. m.
B.
Cruz Anaya, Crecencio Anaya,
Amount received from poultry
tcya,
"GEORGE WASHINGTON."
Lambs born after January 1, 1910.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, i:12 p. m.
sold in 1909.
Coats and Kids (all ages).
S. F. Ry. at Racon and Preston, with C. Galisteo; Narciso Sais, Juanita Nieto,
Track connection with A. T.
C. Quantity and value of eggs proPinto de Luna; Clement Hightower,
of poultry
5. Xumber and value
Notice for Publication.
8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron- A 8. at Oes Moines, E. P
Santana
Caliente;
Ojo
tan;
Lopez,
in 1909.
Cap:
duced
old:
M.
Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No.
over
N.
three
months
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron,
,T.
W. Dod,
E. D. Drummond, Denver;
D. Quantity and value of eggs sold j
8111.
Chickens.
Cimarron, N. M., Is depot .r the fo lowing points In New Mexico: Ocato, Denver; Frank Sandiffer, J. Sandiffer,
1909.
in
Ducks.
of the Interior,
Lakes.
Department
fiayado, Aurora and Red
Durango: Deblida Montoya, Durango.
5. Wool and mohair.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
Geese.
I its Park. N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Modern.
Xumber
and total weight of fleeces
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Black
October 27. 1909.
Laces, Cerro,
Turkeys.
6eco, Arroyo Hondo. Baldy,
J. P. McXulty, Cerrillos; J. E. T witshorn in 1909 and amount received
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
Guinea fowls.
Questa, Ranchei de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
ty, Colorado Springs; Mrs. F. Hogle,
from sales.
Martinez y Lilian, of Cowsprings, N.
Pigeons.
e. J. DEDVU.V . J. van HOUTEN; f f W. A. GORMAN.
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Estancia; A. Frank, Espanola; L. L.
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Xumber
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Louis; Clyde Van Swyk. Stanley; A. complete inventory
mined much before the date of the 0r Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
Wilikka, Stanley: F. R. Stevenson,
Instead of giving the ta Fe, Xew Mexico, on the 8th day of
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.
products; as cider, vinegar, wine, and springs Xew Mexico
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MANUEL R. OTERO,
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the
as will ahso the quality and
required,
Register.
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f
Aitnougn me census mereiy iesvnin flru, mol:i.ssea
Census Next Year if Insructions
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the following four heads
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This class comprises
Vehicles:
method of keeping a written record of(
TO THE EAST & NORTH
roductlon of co
oats bariey kaffir will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
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uBCU ...
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TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
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line at Tnrranr.n for PnanrpU
rtnllr
Director E. Dana Durand. It was pre-- , whips, etc.
NEW MEXICO
rnis iiaet. a. reiKii it win ne asivea conAutomobile leaves Torrance for Ros- com- 2. Heavy farm implements;
pared by Prof. Le Grande Powers, U.
of
of
each
these
the
cerning
quantity
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
S. census chief statistician for agri- - prising all implements and machinery nrnj,,.tll
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros
It states:
culture.
than
other
'operated
by
power
any
P. &
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar"The advantages of always having hand power, as plows, harrows, rollers,
THANKSGIVING DAY PROCLA- rives at Torrance at 10 n. m. The
on hand for ready reference a detailed reapers, mowers,
feed
MATION 120 YEARS AGO. fare between Santa Fe and Torran-- e
A. N. BROWN
written statement of one's real and grinders, etc., etc.
For fulJ particulars,
"
P. & s. w.
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
P. A.-- K.
;;.
3.
Address
Hand machinery and tools:
personal property are readily under-- '
Kl Paso Texas.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- How
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Father
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of
Country
will
most
and
be
by everyone
eluding carpenters' tools, hoes, shovels,
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
'
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r
keenly appreciated when the census scythes, forks, grindstones,
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of
with
list
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quesmills, etc.
I
tions next April. The value of tlie
4. Miscellaneous articles; including
The following is a copy of the
census figures of farm wealth depends all such minor equipment as kettles,
FRATEBSil SOCIETIFJ
upon their accuracy, and accuracy can pails, .barrels, baskets, ladders, ropes, Thanksgiving day proclamation as is- only be secured through the
chains, etc., not included in the first sued by George Washington one hun- MASONIC.
dred and twenty years ago:
tion of the farmers themselves. In no three classes.
"Whereas, it is the duty of all naway can the farmer extend more prac- "Many farmers greatly underesti- tieal assistance to the census bureau, mate the total value of their posses- - tions to acknowledge the providence
Montezuma Lodge No
f Almighty God, to obey His will, to
and in no way can he render himself sions of this character when consid1. A. F. & A. M. Ree
a greater service than by getting out ering them in the aggregate, and it is be grateful for His benefits, and humb- u ar
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up a statement of his farm property, mate of their worth can be made. The
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The questions to be asked concerning value assigned this class of property have, by their joint committee,
J. A. MASSIB.
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
prop erty are as follows:
in, the inventory should be the estimat- - quested me 'to recommend to the peo- Worthy Master.
1. Total value of farm,
with all ed amount it would bring at public pie of the United States a day of
ALAN 2. McCORD,
Montana, Nevada, Oregm, and Washington".
Secretary.
He thanksgiving and prayer, to be oband improvements.
auction under favorable conditions.
2. Value of buildings.
"No special blanks or forms are nec- served by acknowledging with grateful
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
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C. J. CRANDALL, h. P.
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Number and value of domestic This facilitates comparison of the fig"Now, therefore, I do recommend
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Cows and heifers kept for milk.
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Sanitary pardon our national and other trans- - j
net. .sunn a uu oi mis aromatic, Bootinng,
of Pythias.
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Roa
Knghts
liealing Jelly well into the nasal passages.
us
in
Santa
whether
Fe
enable
all.
No. 2. Knights of
to
at
ail
Lodge
gressions;
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for well, New Mexico.
Take a small portion internally, leaving in
Drnjgisis pUTbllc or private stations, to perform Pythias.
Regular meeting 1st ana 3d
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
tne tnroat as ions as uossible. rub the
Baggage allowance 50 lba. An
:
tnroat well with tne Jelly you II hnd almost
Sfkee our several and relative duties proper- Tuesdays in month at 5 o'clock In I.
amount of baggage can be carried
Railway.
a aoc or nUc tube today of
i
uet
instant
ly and punctually; to render our na- - O. 0. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit- Leave Torrance at 6:00 a, m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
or
send
to
us
your druggist
peiaiy postal
tional government of wise, just and Ing Knights Invited to attend,
for free sample.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
constitutional laws, discreetly and
oiadon Mf g. Co., Minneapolis, Mian.
nn... . i .... i i
n
ICWfKl
tttt" T7iT7 o rr t.
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ana
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jy. iv.
proexecuiea
oueyea;
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PASSENGER "SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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Instantly Relieves and Cures
Catarrhal Sere Throat
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J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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SCENES III
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f AGE SEVEN

VL

DEPOT

CAST OF CHARACTERS

Foil

''arl Hihoi'

.
Ticket
Depot Master
Mrs. Brown and Johnnie
Airc-nt- .

Cottolene Is Not a Substitute for Anything

,ohn
Sylvia BaiiWiar. Jack Knapp
L-v-

Fl'ei1

IN.liceman

Ma,-ki-

I

-

one-thir-

Dude".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'
Mrs. Amelia Hummer
Mr. Martindale
Mrs. Martindale

Kthel Church
Mike Stanton

COTTOLENE is Guaranteed

Groom'.'.'.'.'.'..'
Two Young Ladies (Rosy and Mollie)..Flo Moore, Josephine Gnmshaw
Klmer Marsh, Ira Grimshaw
Two Young Men (Dick and Bob)
Helen Winter
(,
Morton
Jupiter'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Lillv. Klia, George and Mr. White (colored) Bertha artwright, Minnie
Curns, Mike Stanton. Frank Owen
Ruth Bishop, Ed. S afford
Harold and Flossie (elopers)
Andrews, Elmer Marsh
Myrtle
Mr. and Mrs. Linton
Ruth McCord, Evelyn Castle
Impersonators
Ralph Sparks, Eugene Griffin
Messengers
Jimmie
Raynolds, Eugene Harvey
Morton Seligman.
Newsboys
Howell Ervien
....
Hobo
Carlos Vierra
Seaman
Frank
Keefe,
Mary Force
Street Urchins
MUSICAL SPECIALTIES.
Minnie Curns, Sylvia Barsbar. Stella Sloan
Italian Street Singers
Allan McCord, Captain
Salvation Army
Hazel Sparks, Ruth
Isabel
Walker,
Tony Luna. Helen Winter,
McBride, Dorothy
Edna
Lutz,
Evelyn
McBride, Amy Whiteman,
Jr., Robbie
Rheingardt,
Dilman
Kinsell,
August
Jessie
Law,
Griffin,
Willison, Donald Smythe.
Flo Moore, Elsie
Chorus, Ruth Bishop, Mary Foree, Ethel Church,
Claribel
Amelia
Fischer, H. R.
McFie,
Grimshaw,
Jacobs, Josephine
.
Carl
Bishop.
Haacke, Ed. Safford. Gus Koch,
Mr. and Mrs. Kinderlos, and 17 children, Emilie Hayes, H. R. Haacke,
Mildred Rheingardt, Mildred Crichton. Paul and Constance Walter,
Neil Lord, Helen ,and Jack Knapp, Rosina and Dolores Bergere,
Josie Hersch, Minnie Creamer, Frank and Be.ssadine Owen, DeForest
Lord, Otis and Bee Seligman, Helen Walker.
sdi-':Tl-

not pleased, after having given Cottolene

never

C

Soloists
MORE HORRORS OF
TEXAS PENAL SYSTEM.
Manner

in Which

Big

Democratic

State Exploited Its Prisoners

in

Sugar Camps.

i,ti

c.

neg-ligenc-

are restored

health and strength by

J

i

to

andbprevent it

ers was seriously hurt, though their DRINK
injuries are bad enough to cause them
to be laid in for some time,

FOUR MEN KILLED
IN MINE ACCIDENT.

The Silver City Independent gives
me loiiowuiij
ui me aeueiii at.
tierro, Orant County, last Saturday:
One of the most appalling and at the
same time fatal accidents which han
ever been chronicled in the history of
Grant county occurred at the 'SG mine
at Fierro Saturday afternoon about 4
o'clock, when four Mexican miners
were instanuy crusnea to aeam Dy an
immense mass of rock falling directly
upon them
Seven miners were working in the
bottom of a. chute about fifty feet deep,
when suddenly, and without the least
warning, a great mass of rock which
had evidently become loosened from
one of the almost perpendicular sides
of the chute came crushing down from
a height variously estimated at from
to thirty feet, completely
twenty-fiv- e
ouryimg anve lour oi me men ana
juring more or less severely the other

aeus

-

-

I

j

wag one

mMed

LOSES CHIEF
HIS POLICE JOB.

Oram!

.Timet ion,

19.

Nov.

Colo..

i

4

2

4

4

4

p

4

man bustler
WANTED Specialty
calling on the drug, grocery and
hardware trade to introduce Skat
Soap in Santa Fe. Commission only,
Good opportunity for the right man.
Send full information r yarding territory covered, articles ennied, etc., !o
Skat, Hartford. Conn.
Notice for Publication.
Small Holdin f'la:'n Xo. 1895.
Serial 012050. Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, X. M.. Nov. 15, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections lfi and 17 of the act of March
", 1S91 (20 Stats., 851), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
f
will
Stats., 470). and that
be made before Register or Receiver
U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
December 22, 19n9, viz. Pedro Padilla
of Cerrillos, X. M., for tne small holding claim Xo. 1895, Sees. 9 and 16, T.
15 X., R. 8 K.. of the N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
Padilla and Cosme Baca, all of Cione-ga- ,
said-proo-

calamUieg

Mayor .Tohn lieeder of Palisade exerw hich seem bound to happen occasioncised his power as chief magistrate
ally, despite all the precaution which of that city in a peremptory
way,
can be taken.
when he encountered City Marshal
Johnson on the street and charged
him with being under the influence
of liquor. The mayor advanced to
the marshal, and in the presence of
a large crowd removed the hitter's
The Home and Affinities.
star, then, going to his office, he isIt is so seldom that I look through sued a written order
revoking Johnthe "Pnriim" tli:it I mav hp PYenspH ston's commission.
He appointed R.
if g
nrevious article'has been ov- - H. Moore to fill the vacancy.
erlooked, and "Peaceful Homes may
be apropos of one I have missed.
NOTICE.
The home outlined in Thursday's
"Whom
To
it May Concern:
Forum by X is the usual one I beThe United States Bank and Trust
lieve, and in no way different', it
seems to me. What we need are Company and the Santa Fe Irrigation
homes of a higher and better type, and Improvement Company and the
including all the virtues of X's pen Xational Mortgage and Bond Compicture plus some unwritten ones, pany, by their duly accredited and auFirst, we must have love there
thorized agent, G. F. Flick, of Santa
not its ashes the pure flame kindled Me. Xew Mexico, hereby notify all inmust be fed continually. Some of this terested parties that they will not be
material used to keep this love burn- - responsible for any debts of any na- ng. is often consumed in scurrying ture whatsoever incurred
by Sten
around for "affinities," when it were Lund or contracted
by him, and that
better for economic, as well as social no warrants, pay checks or merchanreasons, to conserve this precious ma- dise checks will be honored
by the
terial, and use it sparingly outside above companies when signed by the
of the institution known as home; it
said Sten Lund or any agent of said
is combustible, highly so I have heard
Sten Lund without the countersign apand when used indiscriminately
by
of the undersigned.
irresponsible people cry babies who proval
G. F. FLICK,
howl for the moon, and when they get
President of the United States Bank
it, an dspoil it, cry for another.
and Trust Co.
"Natural Selection" may be all very President of the Santa Fe
Irrigation
well, but one is tempted to select so
and Improvement Co.
many, and the home making can not
National Mortgage and
be run on so liberal a basis to be a Agent of the
Co.
Bond
success.
Toleration must be exercising to be
Notice for Publication,
sure, but it must be founded on love
as well and no informed
(Homestead Entry No. 02C .)
person,
ever makes the mistake of practicing Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
"toleration" in the "heme beautiful"
November 1. 1909
for
"love's" sake, that is its
except
Notice is hereby given that Laura
only excuse. Another virtue in keeping the "flame" burning brightly, is Chase Allen, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
to ward off the divorce bacilli. It is who, on July 15, 1908, made Home- of
deathly afraid of this vital flame, and stead Entry No. 02C7, for SE.
in fact it only flourishes in a luke SE.
and
NE.
of Sec. 3, and X
warm atmosphere, so let us keep the SW.
of Section 10, Town-lamNE.
,
of love burning and never let it ship 1G N. Range 9 E N. M. P.
or die out, and to the virtues dian, has filed notice of intention to
enumerated in X's article, let us add make nnai commutation proof, to
and then some.
tablish claim to the land above
for peaceful homes with scribed, before Register or Receiver,
Z. v s
"peaceful atmospheres."
Land 0ffice at Santa Fe, New
"
Mexico, on the 4th day of December,
MONTGOMERY RELATIVES
1909
HAVE INVESTIGATED.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Chas. A. Siringo, Geo. S. Tweedy,
Declare Themselves
Satisfied That Mrs. Minnie H.
Byrd, Mrs. Katlierine
Unfortunate Santa Fe Public
of Santa Fe, N. M.
Patterson,
School Suicided.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Santa Ana, Calif., Nov. 19. Attor'
ney Victor Montgomery and his son,
Herewith are some bargaini offered
Tarver, returned today from a trip in
the South. Among the places visited by the New Mexican Printing comwas a cotton plantation owned by pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Montgomery thirty-fiv- e
years ago.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
The two men stopped in New Mex- bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
ico to investigate the death of a Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
cousin of the attorney, Miss Gertrude Pleadings, ?6; the two for $10.
Montgomery, who was found dead with Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
a bullet hole in her head several New Mexico, 1S99, 1901 and 1903,
weeks ago. At that time it was be- - English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
lieved she had been robbed and mis- - full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
treated. This, however, proves not Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25-thave been the case, according to two or more books, $1 each. Nt
the judgment of the two relatives of Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not,,
the girl.
3 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each. Conit;M- Unbekown to the Xew Mexico au- - ation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compil-thorities- ,
the attorney made a most ation Mining Lf.s, 80c. Money'
thorough investigation of the entire Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
case.
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
Qf

fHE FORUM.

Immense Mass of Rock Fell Direct'
Uron Workers at Bottom of
Chute Fifty Feet Deep.

h0

vn

T,)R

for

be- but a faint line of demarkation
.
tween themselves and those they are
supposed to take care of.
There is but one bright spot in all
this chaos of misery and maladministration and that is the work of Dr. W.
D. Morris, prison physician at Sugar- land. Unlike any other individual
with the system he seems
to have done his work with a thor- - three.
A large force of miners was immedioughness and devotion which stand
as a shining example. The camp in ately hurried to the scene of the acciwhich Dr. Morris was active is an es- - dent, and the work of extricating the
ecially unhealthy one, and at one unfortunate men from beneath the
time a pneumonia epidemic laid most mass of r0Ck vigorously prosecuted,
of the prisoners low. By dint of hard lne members of the rescue party work- work he succeeded in saving the life ing frantically and with almost super-- !
of every one of them although fear- - human strength in what proved to be
fully handicapped by the lack of neces- - a hoi)eless effort to reCover alive one
saries. The investigating committee or more of the men who were buried
was so Impressed with his efficiency under the mags
and keen sense of duty that it madet
A only a limited number of men
special mention of the fact and re- could
be assigned to the task on
gretted the inability of the state to count of the
small width of the chute
Unfortu- him in its service.
which the accident occurred, they
nately the pay was so small and the
work so disagreeable that Dr. Morris worked in relays which were changed
felt obliged to seek other opportuni- - every few minutes, so that the work of
ties, and though Dr. Morris had left rescue was prosecuted as rapidly as
the camp some time ago, nothing but human beings could accomplish it.
After great effort there of the men
praise of him was heard. In view
of the fact that all blame for existing were finally taken out, one at a time,
conditions is now being placed on and it took but a cursory examination
those who have quit the service, this to disclose the fact that death had
is rather remarkable. Intimidation of been instantaneous, as they were
the convicts seems to have produced crushed and mangled almost beyond
the result that only the bravest recognition. As the remaining victim
among them venture words of com- - was directly under the large rock
plaint against, those now in authority, which had fallen, estimated to have
With most of them the' official just weighed in the neighborhood of fifteen
gone was the author of all evil and tonS) all nope that he might yet be
those in office are, if not angels, then alive was totally abandoned. The rock
at least saints. How far this is being waa
lare that its removai as an
carried is best shown by the circumwas out of the question, so it
entirety
stance that the Investigating com- was decided to shatter it into small
mittee has actually persuaded the
fragments by the use of giant powder,
jailers from wreaking vengeance on which result was finally accomplished.
the poor devil who is doing no more After each blast the smaller
pieces
than answering the questions of the were
of
the
until
body
removed,
finally
committee men. One of the jailers
out of almashed
the
victim,
fourth
asked quite naively whether he was
beto desist from punishing a convict most all resemblance to a human
recovered.
ing
The mine where the accident occuris being operated by the Colorado
red
RUN-DOW- N
PEOPLE
Fuel & Iron Company, and the ore,
which is practically all iron, Is blasted
to
out of the side of the mountain, when
it slides and rolls down by gravity
through a steep chute to a point where
it is placed on ore cars and trammed
to the crusher, after which it is loaded
on the cars for shipment to Colorado.
Three of the victims were men of
families, and the remaining one, Juan
Fernandez, who was about 20 years
of age, was unmarried. At the time of
the accident the men were at work
ore at the lower end of the
shoveling
Quicker than by any other tonic. We sell it with the understanding
chute, the sides of which appeared to
that it it does not benefit we return the money. Please try it.
be perfectly solid and safe. At the coroner's inquest a verdict of accidental
Stripling Burrows & Co., Druggists, Santa Fe.
death was found. Neither of the three
men who escaped the fate of the oth- -

San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 19. Almust
though the Texas penal system
of
cause
as
the
primary
be regarded
the inhuman treatment meted out to
convicts there is no doubt that the rapacity of individuals added to their
misery. An investigation now going
on among the penal camps on the
cane farm of the Texas Sugarland
Company indicates this very strongly.
The quarters provided by the corporation, most of whom are St. Louis, Mo.,
capitalists, have been denounced as
unfit to shelter pigs. There is the
usual absence of all sanitation, bad
and insufficient food, and the lash.
The prisoners at one of the camps
showed scars on their backs which a
newspaperman described as having
impressed him as impossible of imitation except with a flail made of
barbed wire. At another camp the
buildings were in such a bad state of
repair that the guard refused to have
the prisoners talk above a whisper
lest the noise made by an escaping
convict should not be heard.
The committee investigating the
system once in a while runs across
At one of the camps
the tragic-comithe prisoners before bursting forth into gladsome melody for having on that
day escaped the lash, had to get the
permission of the sergeant or his deputy. With this procured they would
warble to their heart's content for the
number of minutes specified. A thing
equally edifying is the way in which
the records of the camps were kept.
Accuracy seems to be a thing unknown and in practically every instance the factors were guessed at.
Several records which should have
- been kept as provided by law, were
just blanks when the committee inspected them. On the whole, the picture uncovered by the investigation is
a very sad one. On the part of the
e
government nothing is shown but
and a willingness to exploit
to the last dregs the unfortunates in

fair test.

Cottolene is
keep it cleafli

even if he told lies about the camp
and those in authority. The com- mittee realizing that what might ap- pear truth to the convict, would not
appear ,n he same hght to the jail- er. promptly assured ine man inai
such was their desire.

the prison camps. The guards have
been shown with rare exceptions to
be the kind of man one would hire
for a dollar per day. Ignorant for the
greater part and in many cases
c00m

in Rullr

a

Made only by THE N. K. FAIR BANK COMPANY

Carf Hatch
Cora Hanish and C. Miller

Pianist

Qrklrl

Pn si' ion as stenograph-Hrtbv lady.
rences. .VMre.-- S
care New M iaii

i
the l:KH
The Spanish edition
now ready
Mexico ar
I.aws of N'-for delivery.
Price: Paper cover,
$H.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep.
plus 1!" cents postage. Address
all orders to The New Mexican Print-ina- ;
Co., Santa Fe, X. M.

Your grocer is hereby authorized to
refund your money in case you are

in
with an
fresh an'd wholesome
from catching dust and absorbing disagreeable odors, such as fish, oil, etc.

an

type-

FOR SALE A seron.j-'nausteam
in good condition.
It will be
disposed of at very Sow price. Apply
to the New Mexican Printing Company.

and absolutely the purest and most healthful frying and shortening
medium.

Willi Gable Fischer

ioC

boib--

There is no substitute for Cottolene, because there is no shortenas
ing
good as Cottolene. It is pure, clean, neutral in taste and flavor,

('ra

1rilje

m

Pies, doughnuts and cakes cooked with Cottolene can be fearlessly enjoyed bv the
most determined dyspeptic, for Cottolene makes food digestible as well as palatable.

Ethel Churcli
IIii:u'ke
X. Abbott
Frank Keefe

A

V.n-

d

cotton.

'.

114 J

WANTED
t

Cottolene is made from cottonseed oil, a fluid extracted from the seed of
purest
From Cottonfield to Kitchen
human hands never touch the oil from which
Cottolene is made.

-

rooms.
Mrs. Haynos.

UKNT-T- wo

stn-ef- ,

FOR KENT OR SALE
writer. J. H. JmOuH.

No animal product, such as hog lard, ever has afforded, or ever can afford a
to compare with Cottolene. It is far superior to lard because it contains no hog
and
its purity is unquestioned. It is more economical than butter for shortening and
fat,
less is required.
irying Decause, Deing ncner,

Sliean.n
Lunch Counter Lady
,ulius Loonns
Bootblack
Mrs. Snyder and Daughter Miranda. ... Myrtle Andrews. ( 'laribel Fischer
Bertha 'artwright
Mrs Larkin (who has eight hours to wait)
l:lsa ,a,TOt
Miss Sophia Piper
WVoo1
Mr Jones
Klsie Jsu'wbs
Woman withBaby
(;us Km-Uncle John. .
Owen.
Fauhie
Frank
knapp
Josiah and Wife Nancy
Mr. Armstrong and 5 children. J. VV. Wood, Jane Abbott. Norma Fiske.
Harold Uamill. Albert. Wheelon and Baby
School Girls:
Flo Moore
Bess
Fischer
Claribel
prjx
,T-

son

Meri-waver-

e

o

N. M.

Any person who desires to protest,
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial
under the laws and regulations of
the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
rgfl-&o-

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

--

Register.
Notice for Publication.
Small Holding Claim Xo. 1235.
Serial 012051. Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections
10 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
(20 Stat., 854), as amended by the act
of February 21, 1893, (27 Stat., 470),
and that said proof will be made before Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico, on December 22, 1909. viz: Ramon Padilla,
of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small hold
ing claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N., R.
S E. N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jos9
Padilla, Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, X
M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulation of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be alowed will be given an
opportunity at the
the wl
time and place to
above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

e

nesses of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
BIDS CALLED FOR.
Sealed proposals will be received
separately by the Board of County
Commissioners of Santa Fe county,
Santa Fe, N. M., up to 4 p. m. Dec.
10th, 1909, for (7) seven fire proof
vault doors. Also court house furniture. Specifications
and schedules
will be furnished the prospective bidders by I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co. archi-testAll bids to be addressed to
Geo. W. Armijo, Probate Clerk, Santa
Fe, X. M. The board reserves the
right to reject any or all bids.
I. SPARKS,
Chairman Board of County

s.

CONTAINS NO

HARMFUL
DRUGS
1

d

1

Cures Coughs, Cc Ids, Croup, La Grippe, Asthma, Throat
and Lung Trouble i. Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption
OLD BY

A.I--

L

DRUGGIST.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER YOUR
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We will have every thing you will want
i

TURKEYS,

Kin-derlo-

j

GEESE,

1

DUCKS

CHICKENS,

.
There will be no trouble to
fine. ciah-pictures will be exceptionally
direct
tourist
travel this way if you
Raniinez
music.
will
orchestra
furnish
3 MINOR CITY TOPICS
Show will begin at 7:30 and run until ca;i guarantee high class accommodations for visitors. . The officials
S:15.
left this afternoon much impressed
She
Will
Arrive
follow
The
Says
was received today by the with the old capital and its maniletter
ing
Denver. Colo.. Nov. IS.
editor of the New Mexican: Meester. fold attractions.
New
Mexico:
for
N Forecast
l'Cditor
I egspect to arrife dees efen- Fair weather tonight and Sattir- at
Lamy depot mid mine man unr BEAUTIFUL WORK
ing
day with stationary tempera- children.
Blease be so kind as. to
OF TYPOGRAPHY.
ruro.
make dees a bublic matter und
dot a goot sized delegashuh "Glorious Mother," is the
Title of SuBe sure to see the change of pic-- ' l,e on hand ad der
depot. Fra'u
Book
Gift
for
perb
Adapted
tares, the best yet, at the Elks' the
Purposes.
from
Show
atro, Saturday eveimi
Will Lead Salvation Army One of
T::Ui to S
the pretty and unique features of toThe New Mexican acknowledges reDivorce Suit Filed Chester 3. See night's performance will be the appearPubof Ada county, Idaho, yesterday filed ance of the Salvation Army, headed by ceipt from the Goldsmith-Woolar- d
of
lishing
Company
Wichita,
Flora
Kan.,
his
wife,
ftiit for divorce from
Miss Alice Candelario. By mistake her
Mr. Goldsmith now in Santa
May See, in the district court at Albu- iiaie was left off the program.
She through
of a beautiful book, beautiful in
Fe,
fiierque.
lias had considerable experience in
Married in Arizona AVilliam Wood- amateur dramatics and is possessed of sentiment, word and picture, intended
ward Cliadwick of Albuquerque, and great talent. Her act promises to no doubt, fcr holiday gift purposes. It
id dedicated "To my Mother and the
Miss May Scott of Piuedale,
Ariz., make a hit.
Mother of My Children." It is compilon
were married at the latter place
Eroke Away a Second Time John
,
ed by Samuel. Francis Woolard who
Wednesday.
iliolstein, who was sentenced to the has
gained fame through previous comWedding at Willard Rev. A. Basset reform school from Albuquerque, for
pilations and who is at present preTorrance breaking into a saloon and
of Santa Fe. at Willard,
stealing
comcouniy, at the house of Frederico whisky and cigars, broke away from paring the material for a similar
on "Father," for sentiments
pilation
Chaves, united in marriage Miss
the officers a second time at Albuquer-!nu- for which he
offers handsome prizes.
Trujillo and .Tose Luna.
after having been recaptured at The hooks
be bought from book
Married This Morning This morn
may
Ms Vegas after the first escape. Howins in the offices of the probate clerk ever, he was run down within two stores everywhere.
Justice of the Peace Jose Maria Gar- hours and returned to
custody.
cia joined in matrimony E. E. Dilley
MAYES & BEAN have a customer JUDGE IS CALLED
and Mrs. Ruth P.bh of Del Norte, Co"MEAN OLD THING!"
for an eight to t?n room house. Must
lorado.
All
and
modern.
be well located,
A Novel Stunt At Lamy Depot to-- I
uenver, coio., isov. iu. Hold up
cash.
a
street
of
see
will
couple
night you
your hands!" commanded
urchins that will be the real limit'
Willie Brown, as he flourished a loadwhen it conies to being actually fun- TOURIST HOTEL NEEDED
ed revolver in his mother's face. Mrs.
SAY RAILROAD OFFICIALS.
ny. The inchine are from among San- Brown held them up, but her screams
"
ta Fe's very best talent and , have
roused the neighbors in the vicinity
Santa Fe Officers on Their Way East of the Brp.wn home at 857 South
passed the age of infancy?
Pay the Capital a Brief
i.
Today a Year Ago A year ago to-- i
Bannock street.
'
Visit,
day the weather was clear and warm!
When Officer Barr arrived he found
though somewhat windy. The maxi-- :
the mother hysterical and the boy atmum temperature was 57 degrees and
General Passenger Agent
J. M. tempting to hide the pistol with
the minimum 33. There was 100 per Council, General Freight Agent J. R. which he had threatened her. The
cent of sunshine.
Koontz, of Topeka, Kansas, Division bandit in embryo, of Jesse James
Noon
Arrivals Palace: William
was haled before the juvenand Passenger Agent W. R.
Strover and wife, Washington; Mr. Freight
Brown of El Paso, Texas; General Su- ile court.
B.
and Mrs. William
Trowbridge,
The boy denied. in court that he had
of Western Lines R. J.
New York. Claire: Alex A. Batley, perintendent
of La Junta, Colorado; Super- attempted Ho intimidate his mother
Parker
Bucyrus; F. B. White, Denver; B. A. intendent of the New Mexico Division with a revolver or by any other means
Sley.ster, Albuquerque; J. F. Marhnan, J. M. Kurn of East Las Vegas,, and and the parents both supported him
Las Animas.
Engineer of Western Lines Fred M. in his testimony, stoutly maintaining
Open Livery Barn Tomorrow To- Bisbee, all high officials of the Santa that he is at all times a model of
morrow Williams and Rising will open Fe, who had been at El Paso to meet filial obedience. When confronted
up their new livery 'barn on San Fran the Senate irrigation committee and with damaging evidence against her
cisco street. Single rigs, surries and accompanied them as far as Belen, son, among other things the fact that
saddle horses tor rent. Mgnt and day ilst evening, ran into SanL. Fe today within the past month or so, Willie
01 vice will be maintained.
Read th(. m their special car and were piloted had stolen from his own father more
.
advertisement on another page.
p0ut by City Agent H. S. Lutz. While than $40 and that he had stolen from
Tomorrow Fair p, the New Mexican office, the
his own parents the money with which
Weather
Fair
is predicted for tomorrow by caJs expressed themselves delighted he purchased the revolver, Mrs, Brown
the weather bureau. Yesterday the wi(n the evident progress and growth grew angry at the court and dubbed
maximum temperature was 54 de- - Cf Santa Fe and spoke very confident-grees- . the probation officer a man who never
Last night the minimum was jy 0f its future. They said that the tells the truth and the judge a "mean
2S degrees.
The relative humidity at Santa Fe system would do all in its old thing."
six o'clock j). m. was 29 per cent.
The court has taken the case under
!KV,er to help in advertising the city.
At the Elks' theatre tomorrow night '.bey were much pleased over the advisement, pending a thorough inthere will be a complete change of pic- - pios.;pects of Santa Fe getting a tour- - vestigation of the boy's reccrd.
The management,
iUtures.
having ist notel in the shape of the Hotel De
If you want anytnmg on earth f?
'changed film houses in order to get ;Va gas. That is the one thing that
better service, assure patrons that ths Santa Fe needs, said one of the offi- - a New Mexican want "ad."
'
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1

Kiads of Fresh Meat?, Vegetables
Craa berrief, Outers Fish etc.
P. S. Turkeys are goirg to be very scarce, So get
your ordt?r in early and get a good one.
AH

ivit tnn
nat vvanu

I

PHONE
NO. 92.

S

MA

PHONE
NO. 92.
T

-

No

4

No.

4

i

I

!

Grocery

g

Bakery

INTERESTING PRICES

j

25c
BARS GOOD LAUtfDrlY SOAP
'
"
25c
PEARL WHITE
'
" DIAVIOND "C"
25c
Erery oa3 koowns what the Diamond "C" is

9
7

-

POTATOES

s,

ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
100 lbs for
25c
lbs. for
1909 Walnuts aad Almands per lb. - -

j

15

1;30

20c

APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy

ani

Winter

M.

Blush

THE ONLY BAKER i
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap

stuff, we use only the bast of everything in our
Bakery.

A F. Andrews,

Phone

Mo.

'

4

u

ttUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY
OUR WORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty Good Work and Prompt Service:
W. H Kerr Art Santa Fe
Phone 122 Red

PUEBLO MAN IS ARRESTED FOR WIFE BEATING.
Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 19. Michael
Shea, was a rosary and a prayerbook
inu his pocket, was arrested at an
early hour yesterday morning by the
police on a charge of unmercifully
beating his wife. In police court this
morning Shea said that he did not do
the beating, but that his wife beat him
Both of them looked as if they had
had slight arguments with James J.
Jeffries, but neither would admit that
he or she had. hit the otherc The result
was that Pdllce 'Magistrate Chambers
continued the case for hearing until
tomorrow morning.
It is an" admitted tod trial real estate, financial men and merchants ail
say that quickest and best results a. 3
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

Report of the Condition

.

Specie

$69,102 50

notes
1.075, 00
Redemption fund with V. S.
Treasurer (5 per cent of circulation
Legal-Tende-

r

Total

"

'

$ 150.000 00
Capital Stock paid in
Surplus fund
50,000 00
I ndivided profits, less expenses
and taxes paid..:
40,168 98
National Bank notes outstanding 40.000 00
Due to other National Banks
05
Due to State and Private Banks 15,30
andBaikers
11,692 90
Indiv d ial deposits subject to
.
check
648,926 67
Demand certificates of deposit ...
2,771 i
Time certificates of deposit
201.325 38
Certified checks
76 75
Cashier's checks outstanding
19,0)4 ?
United States deposits
19,238 58
Deposits of 1J. S. disbursing officers

2?,6S3

Total

-

Territory of New Mexico hs
County of Santa Fe,
I J. H. Vaughn, Cashier of the above-name- d
bank, do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
J. H. Vapghx. Cashier
Subscribed and sworn
to before me this
19th. day of Nov. 1909.
FRANK McKANK, Notary Public.
Correct Attest :
'
R. J. PAI.KN.
Spitz,
J. H.' IM'HirMANN,
Directors.
,

'

And Your Money Back i

Anjthiog
Odr Household

i,s

We handle the best makes in th World
The latest of H ANN AN & SON Shoes

Shoe

Fort.

$6.00. $6.50 & $7.00
M:B:k

The FLORSHEIM SHOE

$5.50

I.

V3

S
M,

AMERICAN GENTLEMAN SHOES

30

Goes Wrong
For WOMEN AMERICAN LADY SHOES

$3.00 $3.50 &$4.00
SECURITY SCHOOL SHOES FOR
CHILDREN

$1.25 $2.00 $2.50 & $3.50
We Guarantee every Shoe ve sell at
Eastern Prices and Guarantee the Quality

$3.50$4.00 $4 50 & $5.00

SI

L MO N

H

$1,227,198 38

We Continue to Sell Shoes for Men, Women and CMldreans Shoes

Our Shoes Good Shoes, Best Shoes

2.000 00

$1,227,198 38

--

There is nothing in a fancy or catchy name, it neither improves poor shoes nor does it detract from the merit of
Yet really good Shoes require no such
of good ones.
fantastic attachment.
n'Ur

70,177 50

Liabilities.

It is the Quality, Style anrlf it of Our
Shoes That Satisfies our Patrons

AT

.

of Santa Fe,
at Santa Ke, in the Territory of New Mexico
at the close of business Nov. 16. 1D09.
Resources.
I. oiins and discounts
$J21 4B1 06
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured "1570 35
II. H. Bonds to secure circulation. 40,000 00
V. S. Bonds to secure IT. a. deposits
50.000 00
'Premiums on I'.; S. 7Bonds
1 800 no
Bonds, securities, etc
129,665 38
ana
fixuouse,
(HtiiKiiiK
lurnuure
tures
9,560 00
Due from National Banks (not
reserve agents
36,797 03
Due from State banks and bankers,
Trust Companies, and Savings
Banks
6.977 2
Hue from approved reserve agents 351,519 45
Checks and other cash items
3,589 89
Notes of other National Hanks...
2 015 00
Fractional Da per currency nickels
and cents
65 46
Lawful money reserve in Bank
viz: '

m

N

of

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

m

WG13 rEREO

19, 1939.

Car-melit- a

--

KffiF

NOVEY'Ea

SANTA FE,
NEAV MEXICO.

1

